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1 . 0  I N T R O D U C T I O N  
This report presents the study results involved in the development of a preliminary 
program plan and related costs for the Manned Orbital Telescope (MOT) system. 
The purpose of the study was t o  produce a development and operational program 
based on the MOT preliminary system concept for use in  establishing furthur activ- 
ities subsequent to t h i s  study. The definition of t h e  MOT preliminary system concept 
was developed from NASA Documents CR-66047 and CR-66102. Industrial data was 
obtained from a survey made of related industries that was  of significant value in 
the preparation of this report. Organizations surveyed were: 
0 The Lamp Division and the Missile and Space Division of General Electric; 
0 The Space Defense Division of the American Optical Company; 
0 Itek Corporation; 
0 Diffraction Limited , Inc . ; 
0 Kollsman Instrument Corporation; 
0 
0 Tinsley Laboratories, Inc. : 
Owens-Illinois , Inc . ; 
0 Kitt  Peak National Observatory. 
The report  was organized around the three basic functions of program planning, 
facility planning, and cost estimation. The program planning included task de- 
scriptions , sequencing; and scheduling: and the facility planning consisted of identi- 
fying the significant MOT-unique requirements. Costs associated with this planning 
were prepared for the basic MOT system but did not include logistic and space sta- 
tion system costs. 
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The hlOT program plan and costs presented in this report cover the development 
of the MOT system concept and the subsequent program activity involved in the 
development and operation of the system. The estimates of schedules and costs 
for  the program will support long range funding and establishment of subsequent 
MOT program activities. 
used. The logistics and space station systems were not included in the study 
since it is believed they will be developed in other major programs. 
For this study, a MOT in-orbit iiiission of 3 years  was 
MOT Project 
Operation Phase 
The total MOT program has been structured into three major phases: the con- 
cept development phase, the project development phase, and the project opera- 
tion phase. This structuring recognizes the cost accounting categories of 
nonrecurring costs involved in the concept and project development phases and 
recurring costs involved in the project operation phase. 
and its relationship to the NASA-phased project planning concept is shown in 
Figure 2-1. The concept phase is defined as including the conduct of numerous 
The program structure 
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Figure 2-1 : PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
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technical investigations leading to the selection of the most effective MOT system 
concept n.hich will be defined in preliminary specifications at the completion of the 
the phase. After selection of the final system concept, detail development plans 
and costs will be prepared and used in the decision for inipleinenting subsequent 
program phases. The project development phase includes the development of 
those elements that are typically project, such as personnel, facilities, MOT 
system equipment, and the supporting procedures and methods. A verification 
program demonstrating the adequacy of the project development is a key par t  of 
this phase. The project operation phase is divided into three segments. 
first includes the factory operations to produce the MOT flight article utilizing 
the previously developed and verified project complex. The second includes 
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) operations to check and launch the flight article. 
The third is the mission operations from launch until completion of the mission, 
including control operations at Manned Space Center (MSC). 
The 
The configuration of the preliminary MOT system concept used in preparing the 
program plan and costs is shown in Figure 2-2. The principal configuration 
elements are the telescope, the MOT-unique equipment installed in the space 
station, the Saturn V launch vehicle, a universal shroud assembly for protecting 
the MOT during boost, logistic material periodically provided to the orbiting 
MOT such as spares ,  modification kits and supplies, MOT experiment control 
and data processing equipment located at the MSC mission control center, and 
astronaut training equipment. 
15 feet in diameter, includes a primary mir ror  of 120-inch diameter, and weighs 
about 28,000 pounds. Major subelements of the telescope are the optics; 
scientific instruments; structures and mechanisms ; and attitude control, 
rendezvous, and miscellaneous flight support items. 
The telescope is approxiniately 60 feet long, 
2 .1  PROGRAM PLANS 
This section presents a suminary of the total MOT program plan with the support- 
ing concept development plan, project development plan, and project operation 
plan. The summary data is presented primarily in chart form illustrating signifi- 
cant program elements and their interrelationships. 
2 . 1 . 1  MOT Program Plan 
The total MOT program plan, shown in Figure 2-3, indicates the time sequencing 
of the three program phases and major events. A time span of 11 years  is 
required from program start to MOT launch and 16 years to the end of the 
mission. The significant program event of selecting the final system concept 
occurs at the end of the third year. A major system interface occurs at the 10.5- 
year  point, when the space station is required at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) for 
installation of MOT-unique space station equipment and checkout with the MOT 
flight model. The space station is launched shortly thereafter, at which time the 
first logistic system operation will be required to transport the crew to the space 
station. 
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2 .1 .2  Concept Development Plan 
Figure 2-4 shows the concept development plan outlining the steps to be accom- 
plished between the completed study, which generated the preliminary system 
concept, and the project development phase that will develop the system equip- 
ment. The plan covers a 5-year time span including development of two interim 
system concepts with final system concept selection occurring at the end of the 
third year. The illustrated effort is one of a continuous and gradually increasing 
magnitude, culminating in preliminary specifications and detailed programming 
data for  the selected MOT system concept. Seventeen investigations with some 
concept demonstrations are considered required during the 5 years  to satisfy 
the purpose of the concept development phase. The plan recognizes the need to 
define the interface and phasing between the MOT and other major related NASA 
programs, such as Space Station, Logistic Vehicle, Orbital Astronomical Support 
Facility (OASF), Universal Shroud, and Apollo Applications Program (AAP). 
2 . 1 . 3  Project Development Plan 
This plan covers the MOT project development and verification activities re- 
quired to produce and operate the MOT system. The plan is presented in 
Figure 2-5 and shows 5.5 years to completion of system verification and 10 years  
to final modification development in support of the mission. 
phase was divided into seven key development elements discussed below. 
The activity in this 
Telescope Subsystem -Development and verification of par ts ,  components , sub- 
assemblies, assemblies, and subsystems are included under the telescope sub- 
system development. Early in the development program, a complete full-size 
structural model is used for static and dynamic verification testing, and a 
second full-size structural model is used for thermal evaluation testing. 
MOT-Unique Space Station Equipment -These items are developed and verified 
as individual units and then integrated with the telescope and space station. 
Ground Support Equipment -This equipment is developed to support both the 
telescope and the MOT-unique space station equipment, and consists of transpor- 
tation and handling, checkout, and service equipment. 
Telescope System -Development of the telescope system involves using three 
full-size major articles: engineering, project verification, and qualification. 
The engineering model is used for informal testing of the subsystems. 
ject verification model is used to verify the factory operations and KSC project 
operations. This model is built, factory tested, transported to KSC, and pro- 
cessed at KSC in the same manner as the flight model. The qualification model 
is tested at the factory under extreme conditions to substantiate design limits. 
The pro- 
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Astronaut Training Equipment -This is divided into two types: part  task simula- 
tion and mission simulation. 
astronaut in the telescope and space station tasks. The mission simulator i s  used 
for training the astronauts in operations related to ground-based mission control. 
The part task simulator is used for training the 
Facilities and Related Equipment -Proper timing is essential for completion of 
the facility complexes required in the project development phase. Many of the 
facilities are considered of major proportions and requiring considerable effort 
to meet the program timing. 
Mission Update Modification -The project development phase continues beyond 
the launch to support modification of the basic telescope equipment and niodifica- 
tions of the scientific instruments to fit particular experiment requirements. 
Verification of the development of the modifications will be accomplished using 
the qualification model. The qualification model will also be used to duplicate 
troubles experienced in space during the mission to determine the required 
modifications. 
2 . 1 . 4  Project Operations Plan 
The operations phase is subdivided into factory, KSC, and mission operations 
elements as shown in Figure 2-6. The factory operations accomplishes produc- 
tion and testing of the flight model in 2.75  years,  using the previously developed 
project system. A s  insurance against loss of the flight model due to a launch 
failure, a backup MOT is provided and available for shipment to KSC. This 
backup model is obtained by refurbishing the project verification model. The 
KSC operations, which were previously verified by the project verification model, 
accomplishes the processing of the flight model through launch in about 0.5 year. 
The processing includes reassembly, checkout with the space station, and 
assembly with the shroud, The total assemblage is then transported to the 
vertical assembly building (VAB) where i t  is mated to the Saturn V launch vehicle, 
which is then transported to the pad and launched. Previous to the MOT launch, 
the space station must be launched into orbit, manned, then checked and readied 
for the MOT. 
In the 5 years  of mission operation, the MOT is first  placed in synchronous orbit, 
rendezvoused, and docked to the space station. The first 9O-day operation is 
primarily an engineering activity to ensure proper system operation and perform - 
ance . The remainder of the mission is devoted to experiments. 
would be controlled through an engineering and experiment control center located 
at MSC. During mission operations, the factory would produce spares,  modifi- 
cation kits, and expendable supplies. These logistic items would be transported 
to KSC for delivery to the MOT in orbit. 
The mission 
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2 . 2  FACIWTY P L A N  
The study has identified five new significant facility complexes required to 
support the program. These facilities are considered to be government-provided, 
based on the combination of their uniqueness to the MOT project and their cost 
magnitude, resulting primarily from the operating precision and physical charac - 
teristics of the system. 
specific geographical location identified for  those considered location-sensitive. 
Figure 2-7 shows the significant facility complexes with 
The facilities were selected on the basis of equipment similarity and sensitivity 
to transportation. The system development complex was located in the Michoud 
area to allow shipping the telescope directly to KSC in a vertical position, with 
minimum disassembly, in a protected transportation environment, and using the 
existing Saturn water-transportation system. This approach minimizes retesting 
at KSC and avoids the requirement for an expensive system test complex at KSC. 
The cost of new facilities and related equipment required for the program is 
estimated at $113 , 000,000, including the system development complex cost of 
$56,000 , 000. 
2.3 PROGRAM COSTS 
The estimated cost  of the total MOT program is $1,300,000,000, expended over 
16 years  with a peak yearly expenditure of $250,000,000 occurring in the eighth 
year as shown in Figure 2-8. The costs for each of the program phases and 
their respective total program cost percentages a r e  $57,000,000 (4%) for concept 
development, $1,000,000,000 (77%) f o r  project development, and $240,000,000 
(19%) for project operation. The trends of program cost with variation of tele- 
scope size and performance are also shown in Figure 2-8. The telescope size- 
versus-cost chart shows program costs to be relatively insensitive to variation 
of telescope diameter. 
Saturn V payload capability be more fully used than for previous studies. 
This relationship may become significant should the 
The telescope performance variation with costs chart indicates systems with 
performance less than the preliminary system concept to be relatively insensitive 
to cost. 
ing that requiring an ideal mir ror  finish, the program cost increases rapidly. 
Basically, the mir ror  in relationship to the other program items is not of major 
cost proportions until the near ideal surface finish is approached. This chart  also 
shows that at a small cost increase, the preliminary system concept telescope 
has a significant performance advantage over a similar orbiting telescope having 
performance capabilities equivalent to Earth-surface observatories. In summary, 
the cost  results indicate that the preliminary system concept performance is cost 
effective and that further investigation should be made regarding use of a larger 
primary mirror .  
For  performances better than the preliminary system concept, approach- 
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2 . 4  CO NC LUSIO NS 
The significant study conclusions are: 
There are several development problems considered of major proportion 
pertaining to the telescope portion of the preliminary system concept: 
a) The sensor system concept for fine pointing of the telescope requires 
further definition and development. 
The primary mir ror  structural system concept requires extensive 
definition to provide confidence in maintaining the m i r r o r  optical shape 
to the MOT accuracies. 
The structural intertie between the scientific instruments and the optical 
system must be designed to maintain relative microposition during 
orbital operations. 
b) 
c) 
The use of beryllium for the primary mirror  presents high development 
risks. Current beryllium material data indicates nonuniform volumetric 
thermal expansion and stress retention characteristics that might seriously 
degrade the m i r r o r  optical performance. 
The concept of ground testing the MOT system is of major significance, 
since testing to full performance accuracy will require a test system of 
greater accuracy than the MOT. 
Major elements of the system concept should be further defined before 
hardware development is initiated. 
a) The concept of the space station used with MOT should be reviewed. 
This review should include such concepts as  a multipurpose space 
station launched separately, a separately-launched special MOT space 
station with multipurpose subsystems, and an integrated MOT and 
space station configuration involving a single launch. 
The telescope size should be reviewed with respect to effective use of 
the launch vehicle capability. This should include the possibility of a 
combined MOT and space station launch configuration. 
Methods for minimizing logistics system operations should be pursued 
because of the very high cost anticipated for a 5-year mission. Methods 
considered should include remote operation of the telescope from the 
ground with telescope-to-ground data transmission. Remote operation 
would then be supplemented with occasional logistics operations, to in- 
clude man for maintenance and very accurate telescope experiments. 
An intermediate-size telescope is not considered of significant value as a 
development stepping stone to the full-size MOT. Results of in-orbit opera- 
tion of the smaller telescope would require excessive extrapolation for 
development application to the full-size MOT. 
b) 
c) 
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6) The figuring and finishing aspects of the optics to the accuracy of the pre- 
liminary systeni concept is not an expensive operation but does involve con- 
siderable time. 
The telescope performance requirements selected for the preliminary sys- 
tem concept are considered cost effective. 
MOT system performance gains might be realized by improvements in the 
instrumentation concept. 
An advisory MOT committee of astronomers should be established to provide 
consultation throughout the concept development of the system to ensure its 
applicability. 
7 )  
8) 
9) 
2.5 RECOMMENDATION 
It  is recommended that the follow-on MOT activity be the conduct of a concept 
development program as  described in this study. The decision required to im- 
plement this recommendation should consider the following aspects: 
1) To obtain maximum effectiveness, the follow-on activity should include a 
continuous thread of increasing magnitude as  opposed to intermittent 
activity lacking continuity. 
Although the MOT operational date may be many years  off , a methodical 
program initiated sufficiently early will provide the most effective results 
as opposed to later initiated compressed programming. 
I t  is believed inevitable that a telescope of the MOT type will be developed. 
Therefore, early technology and conceptual development activity in the MOT 
area will be applicable even though the specific operational date may be 
uncertain. 
2) 
3) 
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3 . 0  P R O G R A M  P L A N N I N G  
This section of the report describes t h e  basic program planning on which the 
succeeding facility planning and cost estimating were conducted. This planning 
was structured around the three program phases of concept development, pro- 
ject development, and program operation as described in Section 2.1. Using 
the preliminary system concept configuration (derived during an ear l ier  study), 
the project development and operation phases were planned as illustrated by 
Figure 3-1. 
PRELIMINARY SYSTEM CONCEPT CONFIGURATION 
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 1 PHASE 
I PROJECT OPERATIONS PHASE I 
STUDY EFFORT : 
Plan 
Schedule . Cost 
Figure 3-1: PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION ‘PHASE PLANNING‘ 
CONCEPT 
Following this planning effort, an  analysis was made to  identify significant 
development problems. This analysis included a review of the results of the 
industrial survey conducted during this study. 
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From aiialysis of the development problems, it was concluded that the program 
a s  planned would be a high-risk program with respect to cost and schedules. 
Therefore, the concept development phase was developed so that these problems 
would be solved pr ior  to the project development phase. This concept develop- 
ment phase and its relationship to the overall MOT program a r e  shown in Figure 
3-2. 
DEVELOPMENT 
PROBLEM I I STUDY EFFORT: 
Plan 
Schedule 
Cost 
d 
I CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PHASE 
SELECTED SYSTEM CONCEPT CONFIGURATION 
I 
I PROJECT DEVELOPMENT I 
I 
---------- t 
1 PHASE ------4 
I PROJECT OPERATIONS PHASE 1 
I I 
MOT PROGRAM 
Figure 3-2: CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PHASE PLANNING CONCEPT 
A principal output from this phase will be t h e  selected system concept, which the 
follow-on phase will develop and operate. It is assumed that the  time and costs for 
t h e  project development and operation phases for t h e  preliminary system concept 
configuration are applicable to  t h e  same phases (Figure 3-2) for t h e  selected 
system concept configuration. This assumption is considered valid since the depth 
of planning conducted is believed to  be within the  time and cost accuracy for 
either configuration. By following t h i s  approach, a total MOT program can at this 
t ime be planned in te rms  of both time and costs. The planning data presented in 
this section consists of development flows, equipment l ists ,  list of development 
problems, investi gzition descriptions, work breakdown structures, program net- 
works, and schedules. 
17 
3.1 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION PHASES 
The project development phase covers the development of project-type activities, 
such as  human resources, facilities, MOT system, procedures, and verifica- 
tion of the adequacy of the development. The project operation phase includes 
the operation of the developed project to produce the flight model (FM) in the 
factory, transport it to Kennedy Space Center (KSC) , process and launch it at 
KSC, and support its operation for  a &year mission life. A s  a foundation for 
planning these phases, a model plan and a description of the preliminary system 
concept configuration have been prepared. 
3 . 1 . 1  Model Plan 
Planning for the two program phases has been based on the model plan presented 
in Figure 3 - 3 .  The planning has been organized to limit the models to a reason- 
able number and yet satisfy the development and operation requirements. In 
developing the structure, two models a r e  used: one model is used to first acconi- 
plish the dynamic verification testing and then to conduct the static load struc- 
tural verification testing. The second model is used to evaluate thermal charac- 
teristics of the structural system. Since the MOT design requires close thermal 
control over the optical and scientific instrument system, extensive thermal test- 
ing will be required on the structural system. The structure for  these two models 
is considered to be of typical flight quality. Numerous models at subsystem level 
and below will be required of breadboard, prototype, and flight types. These sub- 
system models wi l l  be used for concept and design development and design qualifi- 
cation. 
At  the system level, three models are required for the project development phase: 
engineering model (EM), project verification model (PVM) , and the qualification 
model (QM). 
system development. 
primarily from the prototype subsystem models. The PVM is used to demonstrate 
the adequacy of people, paper, and equipment used to produce and process a 
flight model through the factory and KSC. For this task,  the model contains 40% 
flight quality and 60% prototype equipment. The prototype equipment, such as 
primary and secondary mirrors ,  will be obtained from the subsystem model since 
this type of equipment is considered adequate for the purpose of the PVM. The 
third model (QM) is of full flight quality and is used to demonstrate design limit 
capabilities at the system level. After the design demonstration is complete, 
which will occur prior to launch, the QM will be used to provide development 
support to the mission. The QM, since it fully represents the flight model, will 
be used to duplicate and evaluate equipment difficulties being experienced in 
space. Also, it will be used to develop and verify equipment update modifica- 
tions for the MOT in orbit. A full  MOT-system niockup along with the EM, PVM, 
and QM a r e  identified as major articles in this report. 
The EM is used for informal testing of subsystem integration and 
The equipment used in this model is prototype, coming 
Two models are required for the project operation phase - the flight model (FM) , 
and a backup flight model (BFM). The BFM is produced by refurbishing the 
PVM used in the previous program phase. Al l  prototype equipment in the PVM 
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will be replaced by flight quality equipment, and the completed model will be 
factory retested. 
3.1.2 Preliminary System Concept 
The preliminary system concept is based on previous MOT-system concept study 
(NASA Documents CR-66047 and CR-66102). The configuration top assembly, 
identified a s  the MOT project, has  been subdivided a s  follows: 
MOT System 
Telescope 
Structures and Mechanism Subsystem 
Optics Subsystem 
Attitude Control Subsystem 
Rendezvous Subsystem 
Scientific In strum ent Subsystem 
Flight Support Subsys tern 
MOT-Unique Space Station Equipment 
Ground Support Equipment (GSE) 
Training Equipment 
Mission Support Equipment 
Universal Shroud Assembly 
Launch Vehicle System 
Logistics Equipment 
The following configuration description, a s  well as the program planning 
activity, has been structured around this configuration outline. 
MOT System - A s  shown in the above outline, the MOT system comprises the 
equipment that is unique to MOT. 
Telescope - The MOT configuration is designed around a diffraction-limited , 
120-inch-diameter Cassegrainian optics system and a system of astronomical 
instrumentation. The tube containing the principal optical components is attached 
to a cabin containing the astronomical instrumentation and the supporting subsys- 
tems for operation of the telescope and protection of the crew. The telescope 
in-orbit configuration is approximately 60 feet long, 15 feet in diameter, and 
28 000 pounds in weight. 
Structures and Mechanisms - The cabin of the telescope contains the instrumen- 
tation and operating equipment for the telescope and provides a protective 
environment for the crew when the cabin is occupied. The cabin shell is a cylin- 
der  with flat pressure-type bulkheads on both ends. A docking system and crew 
access tunnel a r e  located in the center of one flat bulkhead, the telescope tube 
is attached to the cabin shell a t  the other end. A retractable pressure door be- 
tween the cabin and telescope tube is opened during observations to unblock the 
optical path. 
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The telescope tube is of double construction: the inner tube supports the optical 
system, and the outer tube provides meteoroid and thermal protection. The 
inner shell, mirrors ,  m i r r o r  support structure, and the platen in the cabin 
(on which the scientific instruments a r e  located) a r e  mounted to the cabin as a 
unit by a truss system that isolates it from any cabin bulkhead deflections. The 
secondary mirror  support and adjustment cell is attached to the inner tube by four 
truss-type struts. The primary mirror is attached to the inner tube by a three- 
point suspension system of tangent bars to minimize mirror  distortions due to 
thermal variations. 
An extendable section of the outer tube serves a s  a light shade during operation. 
Doors in front of the primary mirror protect the mirror  surface, protect against 
earthshine when the telescope is pointed toward the Earth, and prevent possible 
exposure of the optics to direct sunlight. The telescope is thermally protected 
by low-absorptivity coatings on the outer  surface and superinsulation around 
the inner tube. 
An Apollo-type docking system is used for the initial docking of the MOT with 
the space station. Af te r  docking, connecting truss members are installed between 
the space station and the outer truss ring of the telescope soft suspension system. 
A flexible access tube is then installed to enable shirt-sleeve transfer between 
the space station and the telescope cabin. The soft suspension is an arrangement 
of gimbals and soft springs that effectively isolates the telescope from disturbances 
emanating from the space station. The suspension system is rigidized to permit 
slewing of the station-telescope combination for large angular changes. 
Optics Subsystem - The optics system is a diffraction-limited modified Casse- 
grainian system consisting of an f/4, 120-inch diameter primary mirror ,  two 
secondary mirrors ,  and two flat folding mirrors.  Equivalent focal ratios of 
ef/15 and ef/30 with 0.5-degree and 2.0-minute fields of view, respectively, 
are achieved through use of pertinent secondary and folding mirrors .  For  
operation at ef/15, the light beam from the primary mirror  is reflected off the 
ef/15 secondary mir ror  to a rotatable folding mirror  behind the primary mirror.  
This folding mirror  redirects the light into the ef/15 astronomical instrument 
being used. For  operation at ef/30, the ef/15 secondary mir ror  is retracted to 
expose the ef/30 secondary mirror .  The light is then reflected to the first 
folding mir ror ,  which in this case is held in a fixed position and reflects the 
beam to a second rotatable folding mirror. The second folding mir ror  is rota- 
tionally indexed to direct the light into the instrument being used. 
The f/4, 120-inch-diameter primary mirror  is polished to a surface variation 
of x/30 (rms) at 5000 - approximately 0.654 x inch. A center circular 
opening of 34 inches in diameter allows passage of the light beam reflected from 
the secondary mirror.  The beryllium primary mirror  is a 0.625-inch-thick 
solid face, stiffened by a waffle grid back. Overall mir ror  thickness varies 
from approximately 7 inches at the center opening to 9 inches at the outer edge. 
The front surface is plated with Kanigen nickle for final polishing and aluminzed 
€or high reflectivity. 
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The secondary mirrors  a r e  approximately 30 and 19 inches in diameter and man- 
ufactured to a surface accuracy of k / l O O  (rnis) at 5000 A - approximately 0.196 
x 
are parts of the alignment and focus system. 
inch. A small flat surface and reticle, located in the center of each mir ror ,  
Provisions for alignment and focus of the telescope optics a r e  incorporated in 
an adjustable support mount for the secondary mirrors .  The mir rors  may be 
adjusted in tilt and lateral position for  alignment correction, and in longitudinal 
position for focusing. Autocollimator units located inside the primary mir ror  
opening sense offset and tilt of the smal l  flat surface and reticle in the center 
of the secondary mirror.  An interferometer unit, also located in the primary 
mirror  opening, senses focusing adjustments required. The secondary mir ror  
supports can be adjusted either manually o r  automatically to meet the following 
alignment and focus tolerances: 
ef/15 ef /3 0 
Secondary-mirror tilt rt11.5 sec 248.0 sec  
Secondary-mirror lateral displacement lt0. 007 in. M.007 in. 
Secondary-mirror longitudinal displacement rt0.00062 in. * O .  00064 in. 
Focus tolerance M.00885 in. *0.0354 in. 
Attitude Control Subsystem - The primary function of the attitude control sub- 
system is to provide high-accuracy pointing control of the telescope during 
astronomical observations (Major changes in inertial orientation are per- 
formed by the reaction control system of the space station with the telescope 
gimbal system rigidized.) The space station control system orients the tele- 
scope line of sight to within M.5 degree of the desired object of observation. 
The telescope attitude control system then operates , with the gimbal unlocked, 
in the following three pointing modes to accurately acquire the object and main- 
tain pointing stability: 
Approx Angular Stabilizing 
Mode Range of Operation Accuracy Sensors 
Coarse Pointing &I. 0 degree *3 minutes Star trackers 
Intermediate Pointing lt6 minutes *2 seconds Star trackers 
Fine Pointing rt4 seconds M. 01 seconds Fine-pointing 
sensor in scien- 
tific instruments 
Telescope-control torques a re  provided by control moment gyros. The gyros 
have sufficient momentum storage capability to operate continuously throughout 
the longest viewing period required and are desaturated as  necessary by var- 
iable-thrust reaction jets. 
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The attitude control subsystem also operates to control midcourse corrections, 
plane changes, and telescope attitude during rendezvous and docking of the tele- 
scope with the space station. Control torques and forces during these operations 
are provided by the reaction jets. 
Rendezvous Subsystem - The terminal rendezvous maneuver consists of any 
necessary plane change and correction of guidance and control e r r o r s  at the end 
of the Hohmann transfer into synchronous orbit, to place the MOT in the 
proximity of the space station. Rendezvous guidance commands to the MOT are 
received from the space station, which tracks the MOT by radar and direct vision 
and computes the MOT maneuver commands. 
The terminal rendezvous maneuver is performed with two 1000-pound-thrust, 
multiple-restart engines aboard the MOT. Rendezvous guidance equipment in 
the MOT consists of a radar transponder and command receiver for operation 
in conjunction with the space station tracking and command equipment. Batter- 
ies in the MOT provide electrical power for the MOT rendezvous subsystem. 
Scientific Instruments Subsystem - Nine scientific instruments are used with 
the MOT: 
For ef/l5: 
0 Wide-field camera (0.5 degree) includes astigmatism corrector lens for 
telescope optics 
0 High-dispersion ultraviolet spectrometer 
0 Low-dispersion ultraviolet spectrometer 
0 Low-dispersion spectrograph 
For  ef/30: 
0 Narrow-field camera ( < 10 arc-minutes) 
0 High-dispersion spectrograph 
0 High-dispersion infrared spectrometer 
0 Photoelectric photometer 
0 Thermoelectric photometer 
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These scientific instruments are arranged within the telescope cabin in two 
circular groupings, one for each effective focal length. In addition, a tele- 
vision camera is located in each group for real-time remote viewing of the 
target area. 
Flight Support Subsystems - A pressurized, life-supporting environment is 
maintained in the cabin when it is occupied by a crew member for setup, 
servicing, and maintenance operations. Before periods of observation, the 
cabin is depressurized by pumping down and storing the air. Facilities for 
performing these functions are provided by the space station environmental 
control subsystem. 
Batteries in the telescope supply electrical power during launch, rendezvous, 
and docking operations. After docking, electrical power is drawn from the 
space station. 
Radio equipment in the telescope receives coinmands from the space station 
during rendezvous and docking. After docking, a hardline hookup between the 
telescope and space station will be used for communication and data transfer. 
Monitoring units, including the TV cameras located with the scientific instru- 
ments, will  use a hardline hookup. Da ta  will be transmitted to ground installa- 
tions via the space station systems. 
MOT-Unique Space Station Equipment - Unique equipment located in the space 
station and used for support of the MOT includes: 
1) MOT Operations and Control Station 
0 A console of readout instrumentation and controls for monitoring and 
controlling the conditions and operation of the telescope 
Intercommunication system for  support of MOT operations 
MOT cabin atmosphere pumpdown system 
MOT electronics, except MOT-located attitude control and rendezvous 
subsystems electronic components 
0 
0 
0 
2) Rendezvous Control Station 
0 Tracking radar and command equipment for directing the MOT 
during rendezvous and docking 
0 Docking and attachment equipment 
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3)  Power Distribution System 
0 Equipment for supplying electrical power and atmosphere support to the 
AfOT after docking with the space station 
Ground Support Equipment - The ground support equipment for the MOT systeni 
consists of (1) handling and transportation equipment for processing the MOT 
subassemblies and assemblies through and between the various facility complexes 
(2) checkout equipment for  testing the ability of flight articles to meet their per- 
formance requirements and (3) servicing equipment for preparing the flight arti- 
cles for launch. 
Training Equipment- Two types of crew training centers a r e  required for the 
MOT. One consists of part  task trainers concerned with the operation of the 
telescope, its subsystems, and the supporting MOT-unique equipment located 
in the space station. A mission training center provides for the training of 
crew members with respect to mission operations between the space station and 
the ground-based mission control center. 
Mission Support Equipment - Control of the MOT orbital operation will be 
directed by the existing mission control center located at Manned Space Center 
(MSC). The mission control center functions will be supported by two control 
subcenters: engineering and experiment. The subcenters, in addition to perform- 
ing the control support function, will receive and process their respective type 
data received from the space station. Existing MSC facilities and equipment a r e  
considered adequate in performing the engineering functions. A new facility, 
including equipment, will  be required to handle the MOT experiment control and 
data functions. 
Universal Shroud Assembly - The baseline MOT configuration assumes that 
a universal shroud and Saturn V adapter have been previously developed a s  
multipurpose devices and are  available for the MOT project development and 
operation. 
Launch Vehicle System - The selected MOT configuration was for a synchro- 
nous orbit operation and therefore the launch vehicle required is a Saturn V. 
No significant modifications a re  considered required for the launch vehicle. 
Logistics - I t  is assumed that the logistics delivery requirements for the MOT 
will be accommodated by the logistics system supporting the space station. 
Specific logistics items requiring delivery to the MOT in orbit will include 
(1) expendable supplies, (2) spares, and (3) equipment and material for updating 
of the scientific experiments and telescope as  these modifications a re  determined 
throughout the orbital lifetime of the MOT. 
data will be accomplished in conjunction with rotation of the space station and 
MOT crew members to the Earth. 
Physical return of the scientific 
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3 . 1 . 3  Project Development Planning 
The detail project development planning was accomplished by preparing develop- 
ment flow plans for significant elements of the MOT project. The plans follow 
a basic pattern of first showing the development function for the particular equip- 
ment and then showing the verification functions demonstrating development coni- 
pletion. Traditional design qualification functions a re  indicated and a re  con- 
sidered in the overall planning as satisfying the verification demonstration require- 
ments. Design is considered to be included in the development functions. The 
flows have been structured around the model plan described in Section 3.1.1 and 
the configuration top assembly subdivision as  described in Section 3.1.2. 
Structures and Mechanism Subsystem - The development plan for  this subsystem 
is shown in Figure 3-4. A significant activity is required to develop material 
and process specifications for this and other subsystems. The environment accur- 
acy and life requirement of the orbital system will require estensive material 
evaluation and good process definition and control. Various prototype subasseni- 
blies will be required to develop the subsystem design. The primary level of 
activity for this subsystem is the testing of the structural dynamic and static 
model and the thermal model. The models are full size and of typical flight 
quality structure. The dynamic tests will demonstrate the basic dynamic design 
of the structural subsystem and will verify equipment mounting dynamics by 
using simulated equipment masses. After the dynamic tests are completed the 
structure will be subjected to static load tests verifying strength and deflection 
characteristics. The thermal model with simulated equipment heat loads is 
tested extensively in a vacuum chamber having solar and deep space thermal 
capabilities. The thermal control capability of the structural design will be 
verified, and the expected temperature conditions on the critical equipment ele- 
ments (e. g. , optical mirrors) will be determined. Due to the high-performance 
requirement of the MOT, very accurate temperature control of the critical tele- 
scope elements is necessary. The present preliminary system design provides 
a temperature of approximately -120°F on the primary mir ror  with a temperature 
variation across the mir ror  of no greater than 10.01"F. Further design concept 
effort is required to verify this thermal requirement; however, it does illustrate 
the need for rather extensive thermal testing. 
Optical Subsystem - The development plan for this subsystem is shown in Figure 
3.5. Development effort below the subsystem level is divided into four assembly 
areas: primary and secondary mirrors,  the folding mir ror  assembly including 
actuation system , secondary mir ror  automatic alignment assembly, and the 
ef/15 secondary mir ror  interchange assembly. 
Development of the mir ror  blanks is the first step in the total mi r ro r  develop- 
ment. The primary blank is made by first grinding cast beryllium into fine 
powder. The powder is then placed in a mirror-shaped die and pressed to 
approximately 1500 psi  at 2000°F. Existing blank size fabrication capability 
is about 80 inches, using the largest existing press  in the United States - 50,000 
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tons capacity. Above 80 inches, the press  is throat limited but this problem, it 
is believed, can be reasonably solved. Existing concepts, such a s  segmented 
hydrostatic fluid presses  and explosive charge techniques, could be applied 
at  reasonable expense. A f t e r  the mirror  blank is developed, the mirror  finish- 
ing and testing system must be developed. This includes machining the blank 
ti0 a shape for plating. The mirror  surface will then be electroless nickel (Kan- 
igen) plated and then rough and fine polished. During this process, the mirror  
surface will be continuously measured under simulated orbital thermal conditions. 
(A mirror-measurement system with the accuracy required for the MOT, includ- 
ing a method of calibration and certification, must be developed. The accuracy 
required is greater than currently being employed; however, it is believed that 
an upgrading of existing systems, such as laser interferometers, will apply.) 
The next step in the process is to vapor deposit an aluniinuni coating and then a 
magnesium chloride overcoat. The magnesium overcoat may require a mir ror  
surface temperature near 400"F, presenting a thermal problem requiring develop- 
ni ent investigation. 
Beryllium w a s  selected as the mirror material in the preliminary system con- 
cept. A s  a result of this study, however, there is considerable doubt as to the 
feasibility of using beryllium. Development of the beryllium configuration 
would require solution to such problems as: 
1) 
2) 
3)  
Variable thermal expansion coefficients across a typical mir ror  surface; 
Characteristics of retaining and adding internal s t resses;  
Thermal stresses due to the Combination of material on the beryllium 
and a plated substrate of different characteristics. (Kanigen nickel is the 
most likely plating material, but slippage plane lines a r e  introduced during 
finishing, thus affecting mirror  performance. ) 
This study in the project development phase planning has not outlined any de- 
tailed development program for  solving these problenis, but they a re  assumed 
to be of a routine nature. In this respect, the planning would be more applicable 
to whatever mir ror  material is selected from the concept development phase 
where the final material selection will be based on minimum development prob- 
lems. This development discussion is based on the use of beryllium, but the 
process steps are largely applicable to any of the materials that might be used. 
The folding mirror  assembly requires considerable development because it 
must be actuated remotely between scientific instruments with microinch precision. 
The development wil l  include microactuators, sensors, and controls. The 
ability to maintain the required accuracy in the expected environment will  be 
demonstrated. The secondary mirror must be automatically aligned with respect 
to the primary mirror.  The alignment involves tilt, focus, and displacement, 
and the alignment assembly will include microactuators mounted on the secondary 
m i r r o r  support for  this purpose. The secondary-mirror alignment sensor sys- 
tem is mounted on the primary mirror in the center hole. Development of this 
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assembly to operate accurately in the expected environment will entail consider- 
able effort. The secondary-mirror interchange assembly involves a mechanism 
that remotely moves the ef/15 secondary mir ror  between its center operating 
position and its stowed position (against the side of the telescope tube). The 
development wi l l  include the abil ib for this mechanism to operate repeatedly. 
Following development of these four assemblies, development at the subsystem 
level will  be conducted. The four assemblies will be mounted in a simulated 
MOT telescope looking at a simulated stellar source. The combined subsystems 
will be subjected to typical orbital vacuum and thermal environment to denion- 
strate overall optical subsystem performance. During this subsystem develop- 
ment, the prototype scientific instruments will be integrated to demonstrate 
basic MOT performance capability. 
Attitude Control Subsystem - The attitude control subsystem has two basic guid- 
ance functions: the coarse and intermediate guidance function slews the telescope 
to within %3 minutes of the target star, then the intermediate and fine pointing 
guidance function controls the pointing to within *O. 01-second accuracy. 
The control moment gyros, sensors, electronics, inertial reference platform, 
and reaction control system are package elements of the subsystem; each require 
individual development as shown in Figure 3-6. The two areas of the greatest 
development difficulty are the control moment gyros and the fine guidance sensor. 
The other elements are considered to require typical development effort. 
Ability of the control moment gyros to produce the minute forces required and 
to do this reliably for  the life of the telescope must be developed and demonstra- 
ted. The fine guidance sensor in the baseline design concept, which senses the 
target o r  guide s ta r  through the telescope optics using an amount of starlight that 
does not materially affect the telescope output, requires extensive develop- 
ment and demonstration. 
This subsystem development requires extensive test facilities primarily due to 
the high pointing accuracies involved. These facilities are described in detail 
in Section 4 .0  
Rendezvous Subsystem - This subsystem is used to maneuver the telescope 
after it has separated from the Saturn V third stage and to dock it with the space 
station. This operation will be controlled from the space station. The develop- 
ment flow of this system is shown in Figure 3 - 7 .  The subdevelopment elements 
are the propulsion, communication and controls, and electrical power systems. 
The propulsion assembly wil l  be developed from existing propulsion components. 
Subsystem development will be conducted again using the coarse and intermediate 
guidance test complex (Section 4.0) but without the rendezvous propulsion assem- 
bly. Development of the rendezvous subsystem is not considered a major effort 
since similar systems have been developed and flown. 
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Scientific Instrument Subsystem - The design concept baseline requires initial 
development of nine instruments as shown in Figure 3-8. It is visualized that 
each instrument would be developed individually and integrated development ivould 
continue at a subsystem level. Development at the subsystem level will use  a 
simulated portion of the telescope involving the instruments , a simulated tele- 
scope cabin, and an optical image. Included in the cabin will be the common 
instrument platen. Integration development will include consideration of expected 
orbital vacuum and thermal environment conditions. A rather extensive data 
center in the test complex will be required to analyze input and output character- 
istics for each instrument and to develop mission data operation techniques. 
Af te r  the instruments have been developed at the subsystem level, the prototype 
assembly wil l  be installed in the optical subsystem development complex to 
demonstrate the optical and instrument input-output performance. Development 
of these types of scientific instruments will be a continuing effort beyond the 
launch, extending to about 1 year prior to the end of the mission. This overlap 
is believed necessary to take advantage of technology development during the 
MOT mission life and to be fully responsive to future experiment needs. 
Flight Support Subsystem - This subsys ten1 , containing miscellaneous elements 
required for operation and control of the telescope, include: (1) the equipment 
involved in distributing electrical power from the space station to various 
telescope components; (2) the system involved in transporting the heat generated 
by the telescope cabin equipment to  the outside of the telescope; (3) the equipment 
necessary for the audio intercommunication between the telescope and space 
station to coordinate manual operations; (4) wiring and engineering data trans- 
ponders, the signals from which a r e  sent to the space station for  transmission 
to the ground; (5) the cabin atmosphere system including fans, ducting valves, 
and controls for  moving the atmosphere supplied by the space station; and (6) 
the operation and control station in the MOT cabin, which is used for manual 
operation of the telescope during maintenance and checkout. The development 
flow for this equipment is shown in Figure 3-9. The individual elements a re  
developed as an entity and then developed into a subsystem in the telescope 
engineering model. Development of this subsystem is considered routine with 
no technological advancements required. 
Engineering Model Program - The engineering model will be used for  initial 
functional integration of the various telescope subsystems. The program is an 
informal operation, designed primarily for the use of the design organizations 
involved. The development flow is outlined in Figure 3-10. The model wi l l  be 
constructed of typical flight quality structures and mechanisms into which pro- 
totype subsystems a r e  installed under the immediate direction of the design engin- 
eers. The model will  be in continuous use throughout the subsystem and system 
development. 
Project Verification Model Program - The project verification model will include 
people, procedures, facilities, and production equipment (Figure 3-11) and will be 
used to verify development completion of the MOT project at the factory and 
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Kennedy Space Center (KSC) . This model will  be produced in the same factory 
manufacturing and testing facilities where the flight model will  be produced. I t  
will be developed in a production-like manner, including acceptance tests. 
Acceptance testing will include vibration , acoustic , and electromagnetic com- 
patibility. A system test wi l l  be conducted using the rather extensive MOT 
system test complex and conducted under simulated orbital environmental con- 
ditions; it will  include fine guidance operation with optical stellar inputs and will 
verify scientific instrument outputs. Following these tests, the telescope will 
be disassembled and packaged for transportation to KSC by barge. The telescope 
and transportation system will be engineered to minimize the need for retesting 
at KSC. To accomplish this, the telescope structure will  contain a production 
break just  above the soft gimbal assembly, thereby allowing disassembly into 
only two major sections. These two sections will then be placed in controlled 
environment shipment containers that hold the sections in a vertical position. 
On arrival at KSC the sections will be transported to the manned space operations 
building (MSOB) for reassembly and test of those items affected by the disassembly 
and reassembly effort. The space station simulator, including the MOT-unique 
space station equipment, wi l l  be interfaced and tested with the telescope. Then 
the space station simulator will be disconnected and the telescope placed in a 
space transportation mode and encapsulated in the universal shroud assembly. 
The telescope in this transportation mode will  be placed on a transporter and 
moved to the vertical assembly building (VAB) for installation on a ground test 
Saturn V launch vehicle. Jus t  prior to this, the Saturn V will have been assem- 
bled and checked out using a MOT launch vehicle simulator. A checkout of the 
complete launch complex wi l l  be made with the project verification model mounted 
on the ground-test Saturn V launch vehicle. At  the completion of this checkout, 
the model wi l l  be removed from the launch vehicle (following the reverse se- 
quence) and returned to the factory. A t  the factory, the model systems should 
be retested to verify that their sensitive and accurate components have not been 
damaged during this ground operation. This model will  be refurbished and 
reidentified as the flight backup model in the project operations phase as 
described in Section 3.1.5. 
Qualification Model Program - This model will be used to demonstrate design 
limits of the system and will be of ful l  flight quality. The program flow to accom- 
plish this purpose is shown in Figure 3-12; all activities occur at the system 
development complex at the factory. The model will be put through typical 
launch-to-end-of-mission operations with the environment and operations being 
conducted at the design limits to verify design-limit capabilities. This testing 
should be completed prior to shipment of the flight model to KSC. A t  the com- 
pletion of this qualification program, the model will be used in the development 
support activity throughout the mission. 
MOT-Unique Space Station Equipment - This equipment performs those unique 
functions in the space station involved in MOT mission operation and control, 
rendezvous control, and power conditioning and distribution from the space 
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station power source to the MOT. 
shown in Figure 3-13. The three equipment assemblies are developed as 
entities and integrated using the MOT computer simulator and engineering model. 
In addition, system integration development will  include the use of the associated 
prototype GSE checkout equipment. Units of the system a r e  used in the project 
verification model program and the qualification model program. Development 
integration of this equipment with the space station will be conducted, ensuring 
physical and functional compatibility. Because of the number of interfaces, 
development of this equipment is considered a significant effort but does not 
require any technological advancement. 
The development plan for this equipment is 
Ground Support Equipment - This equipment performs handling, transport, 
checkout, and servicing functions. The handling and transportation development 
flow is shown in Figure 3-14, using the engineering model as a major development 
tool. The significant development aspect of this equipment is the care that must 
be considered in the handling and transporting of many of the delicate components 
of the MOT system. During handling and transportation of the telescope be- 
tween the factory and KSC, its environmental limits must not be violated; 
this will be considered in the design. This, together with proper telescope de- 
sign for transportation, will minimize the amount of retesting required at B C .  
These considerations are considered essential to avoid unnecessary duplication 
of expensive system testing facilities at KSC, which a project such as MOT 
would require if an inadequate transportation and handling system were  provided. 
The GSE checkout equipment will be used to check the telescope, MOT-unique 
space station equipment, and MOT project interface elements, such as MOT and 
the space station and MOT and the launch vehicle. The development flow for this 
equipment is shown in Figure 3-15; the MOT engineering model plays a major 
role. Some equipment will  be permanently installed at the MOT system develop- 
ment complex and in the MSOB at KSC. MOT-project interface simulator equip- 
ment will be sent to the launch vehicle operation area at KSC and to the factory 
of the space station contractor. The development magnitude for the checkout 
equipment is considered large, as it is on similar programs, but no technologi- 
cal improvement effort is required. 
The servicing equipment will be used to perform functions such as  battery charg- 
ing, and propellant loading at KSC. Development of this equipment is not con- 
sidered significant and, therefore, no detail flows have been included. 
Training Equipment- The MOT training equipment consists of: (1) par t  task 
simulator, (2) mission simulators and (3) subsystem trainers. The development 
flow for  this equipment is shown in Figure 3-16. The par t  task simulator will  
use a nearly complete telescope and space station, including MOT-unique equip- 
ment for  astronaut training for in-space tasks.  Training controls will  be tied to 
the telescope and space station subsystems and to an instructor's control panel. 
With a supporting computer complex, various simulated orbital problems can be 
programmed for astronaut training in the telescope and space station. The sys- 
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ten1 is considered complex and will require a significant amount of development. 
The mission simulator involves: (1) a space station with the MOT-unique 
equipment installed and (2) an electronic telescope simulator. The combination 
is connected to computers and an instructor's console to allow astronaut training 
in orbital telescope operation with the ground-based mission control center. No 
niajor problems a r e  anticipated in the development of this equipment. The 
subsystem trainers are functional mockups of each telescope subsystem and are 
used for training MOT project ground personnel. No significant development 
activity is anticipated for this equipment. 
Mission Support Equipment - The mission support equipment consists of addi- 
tional equipment required at MSC to support the MOT mission control operations. 
The functions supported by this equipment are: (1) engineering mission control, 
(2) engineering data processing, (3) experiment mission control, and (4) exper- 
iment data control. This equipment will include an experiment control subcenter 
interconnected to mission control. This center will provide whatever ground 
instructions are required for orbital experiment operations. Supporting this 
center will be an experiment data center, which wi l l  receive, process, and anal- 
yze the transmitted data. Data at various stages in the process will  be given 
to astronomers on request. The MSC data analysis and recommendations from 
the astronomers will be used by the experiment control subcenter to determine 
instructions to the orbiting MOT. The major new equipment involved in this 
operation wil l  be rather exotic data processing equipment involving computers, 
automatic plotters, and displays. An extensive development effort of this com- 
plex wi l l  be required as shown in Figure 3-17 to provide an effective operation 
for  both the astronomers and the orbiting MOT. Some minor modification to the 
existing MSC engineering data equipment operation is anticipated. These modi- 
fications will  be primarily involved in ground computer data reduction and 
analysis programs recognizing MOT-unique telemetry calibrations. Also some 
minor modifications may be required at mission control to incorporate the exper- 
iment control subcenter inputs. The new equipment should be installed, checked, 
and verified pr ior  to the launch of the MOT flight model. 
Mission Update Modification - Updating modifications during the MOT mission 
will  be developed to: (1) improve telescope and MOT-unique space station equip- 
ment operations, maintenance, and performance and (2) provide experiment flex- 
ibility by alteration o r  exchange of scientific instrumentation. A development 
flow of these modifications is shown in Figure 3-18. Prototype modifications 
will  be developed on the MOT qualification model. After  full development, flight 
model type kits will be verified for space installation and operation on the MOT 
qualification model pr ior  to being sent by space transportation to the orbiting 
MOT. 
3.1.4 Project Development Phase Equipment List 
The type and quantity of hardware items required during the project develop- 
ment phase are identified in Table 3-1. The quantities shown include the 
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MAJOR 
ELEMENT SUBSYSTEMS ASSEMBLIES 
Major Articles 
Mockup 
MOT Engineering Model 
Roject Verification Model 
Qualif ication Model 
MT-IJ,,~~ 
space station 
Equipment 
Ground suppat 
Equipment 
Training 
Rendervan Control Stotion ond Reloted Equipment 
MOT Opsrationr a Control Station and Related Equipment' 
Electric Power Distribution 
Scientific Data Processing 
Handling 6 Transportation 
System 6 Subsystem Checkout 
Service 
Part Task Simulatorr 
Mission Simulator 
Subsystem Trainen 
Universal 
Shrwd 
Assembly 
Shrwd 
Payload - Launch Vehicle Adopter Shroud Auembly 
Ground Support Handling a Transportation 
Eauiarnent EauiDment 
Ground Suppat 
Equipment (MOT- 
Unique Equip) 
MOT Launch Vehicle Simulator 
Table 3-1: EQUIPMENT LIST - PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PHASE 
QUANTITY I 
Optics Support 
Scientific Instrument Support 
Telescope Tub Arsembly 
Cobin 
Cabin-Tube Interface 
Telescope-Spacecraft lnterfoce 
MOT-Shroud Attachment 
structura a 
Mechanism 
Rimory Mirrrx (120-Inch) 
Secondary Mirror (32-Inch) 
Secondary Mirror (19-Inch) 
Folding Mirrrx Assemblies 
Second- Mirror Alignment Aasembly 
Secondan' Mirror Interchanae Assemblv 
Opt iw 
Control Moment Gyro System 
Sensa System 
Electronics System 
Reaction Control System 
Inertial Reference (Sensor Gyro Pkg) 
Ropulsian System 
Camunicotiom a Control 
Electrical Power System 
Wide-Field Cameras 
Large-Scale Cameras 
Photometers 
Spcctrometen 
SpctrDgraphs 
Attitude Control 
Telescope 
Rendezvous 
2 
1 1 2 1   
Scientific 
lnstr ume nts 
Equipment Heat Tronsport 
Electric Power Distribution 
MOT-to-Specraft Audio C a m  System 
Engineering Data System 
Cabin Atmorphsre 
Telescope Owat ion  Checkout Station 
Flight Support 
Subryrtem 
Mission Support 
Equipment 
Expriment Data Center Equipment 
MOT-Unique Mission Control Center Evipment I MOT-Unique Engimering Dota Center Equipment 1 1 1 I 
I 2 2 
Launch Vehicle Modification-Equipment I Existing Ground Test Model I Launch Vehicle 
Launch System 
I Telacopa I 
Mission Update 
Modification 
Equipment I Scientific I Instruments 
I MOT Unique I Subsystem Equipnent 
Include Pump for Depessurizing MOT Cabin 
** Obtained hom Subryrtem Development Quantities 
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items required for: (1) preliminary development and demonstration of function- 
al characteristics (breadboard); (2) development of the first model designed to 
satisfy the subsystem requirements, including such factors as shape and 
installation limitations (prototype) ; and ( 3 )  fabrication and qualification of a final 
configuration unit (flight quality). In general, single breadboard, prototype, and 
flight quality items a r e  required for development and qualification of each of the 
telescope subsystem assemblies. More than a single item per  assembly is in- 
dicated for those items where the complexity o r  particular development and 
testing requirements so require. A s  practicable, the flight quality assemblies 
from the subsystem development program will  be incorporated into the project 
verification model of the major articles, which in turn will be refurbished to 
provide a standby MOT for the initial flight during the operations phase. 
3 . 1 . 5  Project Operation Planning 
The project operation phase uses the facilities, equipment, people, and proce- 
dures developed and verified in the previous phase, to produce and operate a 
flight model MOT for 5 years in orbit. This phase is divided into three cate- 
gories: factory, KSC, and mission operations. The operational flow illustrating 
the planning for  this phase is shown by Figures 3-19 through 3-21. A require- 
ment for factory operations for logistics support during the MOT lifetime is 
recognized. These operations pertain to the production of flight-model modifica- 
tion kits, spares, and supplies that a re  shipped by surface transportation to KSC 
for subsequent transportation to the MOT in space. 
Since this study considers only one MOT being placed in orbit, a backup unit 
is included in the overall plan. This unit is completed at the factory and its fur- 
ther use is dependent on the success of transporting the original MOT into orbit. 
A backup model will provide insurance against the possibility that a near-complete 
loss of the project investment would occur by having to reactivate factory opera- 
tions should a launch failure occur involving the principal flight model. In this 
study, the project verification model fromthe previous phase is refurbished with 
many new flight subsystems installed and used as the backup flight model. 
3 . 1 . 6  Project Operations Phase Equipment List 
The quantity and type of equipment required for  orbital operations of the MOT 
are listed in Table 3-2. The quantities provide for a single MOT in orbit plus 
backup units for the items directly and uniquely related to the MOT system. The 
structures and mechanism and the flight support subsystem for the backup tele- 
scope will  be obtained from the project verification model used in the project 
development phase. A l l  other backup items will be newly manufactured. 
3 . 2  CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 
As a result of conducting the planning for the project development and project 
operation phases and based on the data obtained from the industrial survey, 
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Table 3-2: EQUIPMENT LIST - MOT PROJECT OPERATIOXS PHASE 
~~ ~ 
MAJOR ELEMENTS 
MOT 
Adapter/Shroud (MOT) 
MOT Unique Space 
Stat ion E qui pment 
Launch Vehicle - MOT 
MOT Mission Logistic 
Support Equipment IP 
SUBSYSTEM 
Structures & Mechanisms 
Optics 
Attitude Control 
Rendezvous 
Scientific Instruments 
FI ight Support Equipment 
Remote Operations & 
Control 
Rendezvous Controls 
Power Distribution 
System - Inner & 
Intra 
Scientific Instruments 
Data Processing 
Center 
Spares 
Update Mod if i ca t ions 
Supplies 
Q UA NT I TY 
-~ 
FLI G HT 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
As 
Required 
BACKUP 
Backup unit made by refurbishment of the Project Verification Model 
from the Project Development Phase. 
This equipment wi l l  be sent to the orbiting MOT system on qach 
logistic flight Over a period of five years. 
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an evaluation was made regarding development risks and areas  of improvements 
that will reduce the development complexity. This evaluation identified problem 
areas needing resolution to obtain an overall effective MOT program. Therefore, 
a third program structural element has been planned to provide resolutions of 
these problem areas. This program element is referred to as  the concept 
development phase and will precede the two project phases. The basic purpose 
of this phase is to provide a high degree of confidence that the most effective 
MOT system concept will be selected for further development and that the 
development program can be conducted within a reasonable cost budget and 
specific time period. The basic output of this phase will  be: (1) preliminary 
subsystem and system specifications, (2) preliminary detailed implementation 
plans, and (3) preliminary detail cost estimates. 
The concept development phase is structured around two groups of primary and 
support investigations as  illustrated in Figure 3-22. The primary investiga- 
tions pertain to system-level activity;they provide inputs to and receive outputs 
from support investigations. The support investigations can be conducted as 
Project 
Deve I opment 
Phase Go-Ahead 
Decision Point 
Preliminmy Interim interim Selected 
System System System System 
Concept Concept Concept Concept v v v v v 
I- - - - -\ IPROJECT , 
I DEVELOPMENT, 
IPHASE 
I _  -- -- - 
PRIME INVESTIGATIONS d 
SUPPORT INVESTIGATIONS I 
Figure 3-22: CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PHASE STRUCTURE 
single entities and place full emphasis on solving their respective problems. 
Some investigations include concept demonstrations using breadboard equipment 
to substantiate feasibility of critical concepts. In the prime investigations, three 
iterations of the system concept will be made, followed by the preparation of such 
data as specifications, implementation plans, and program costs. These data 
will then be used in the decision for follow-on program go-ahead. 
3 . 2 . 1  Development Problems 
The development problems identified from the evaluation of the preliminary 
MOT system concept development planning were assembled according to their 
commonality in the following categories: (1) MOT system, (2) system develop- 
ment facility complex, (3) development plans and costs, (4) telescope optics, 
(5) telescope pointing, (6 )  scientific instruments, and (7) scientific data system. 
The identified problems a re  described below. 
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MOT System 
0 Further conceptual development of the present MOT system concept should 
be conducted to provide sufficient confidence for proceeding into the project 
implementation stage. 
MOT system concept should be reviewed on the basis of the Saturn V syn- 
chronous-orbit payload capability. The present design concept uses only 
approximately 30,000 pounds of the approximately 80,000-pound Saturn V 
capability. Further design concept development should consider such factors 
as: (1) increasing telescope size, (2) launching a MOT space station and 
telescope together, (3) using excess payload for other purposes, and (4) 
using brute force telescope design to reduce cost and time. 
Future space programs planned for MOT time period and using Saturn V 
should be designed around a standard shroud system. 
Some MOT project activity should occur during development of the space 
station system, shroud system, and logistic vehicle system to ensure com- 
patibility of the projects. 
Astronomer MOT interests should be investigated further to provide more 
confidence that the design will meet the users '  desires. 
The preliminary MOT system concept structural intertie design for main- 
taining microalignment among the scientific instruments, folding mirrors ,  
and primary mir ror  requires further study. 
Further thermal studies of the MOT system should evaluate the various 
potential m i r r o r  materials (with their different coefficients of thermal ex- 
pansion) and determine the feasibility of minimizing the temperature spread 
between m i r r o r  fabrication and operat ion. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
System Development Facility Complex 
0 The system development facility complex identified in the two previous 
phases is considered to be a m j o r  project item, warranting further inves- 
tigation to more fully identify conceptual requirements. 
Development Plans and Costs 
0 Program plans and costs should be maintained current with the MOT system 
concept iterations to provide (1) cost-effectiveness trades for configuration 
selections and (2) updated gross project schedules and funding planning. 
0 After  selection of the final system concept and prior to initiation of project 
development, detailed preliminary implementation plans and detailed cost 
estimates should be prepared to provide a high degree of confidence that the 
program can be conducted within a reasonable cost budget and specific time 
span. 
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Telescope Optics 
a The current lightweight mirror  sturctural designs may not provide sufficient 
rigidity to achieve in-orbit accuracy after being subjected to handling and 
transportation load conditions. 
Thermal expansion of mir ror  materials may not allow precise prediction 
of the m i r r o r  optical shape and uniformity of optical surface at an operating 
temperature of -120°F after being fabricated at room temperature. 
Current beryllium material data indicates nonuniform volumetric thermal 
expansion and stress retention that will seriously degrade the mir ror  op- 
tical performance. 
Radiation resistance, reflective efficiency, and physical surface character- 
istics of typical MOT mir ror  material and finishes must be evaluated for 
use in establishing m i r r o r  conceptual configuration. 
Existing mir ror  finish measurement techniques should be upgraded to meet 
the MOT mirror  finishing requirements. 
Many MOT mirrors  are required for  the project development and operations 
phases, justifying investigation into nonconventional fabrication methods, 
such as electroforming of the mirror  surface and automated ionic polish- 
A self-alignment system for the telescope optics will require extensive 
development to achieve the required MOT performance accuracies under 
operating conditions. 
Remote operation of the folding mirror  assemblies for indexing and fine posi- 
tioning of the light image with respect to the instruments is considered a 
critical function of the optical system, requiring early concept development. 
ing. 
Telescope Pointing 
0 The telescope's fine pointing system with the accuracy of *O. 01 arc-second 
requires detail concept development. The sensor system involved for ob- 
taining this accuracy is considered to  be the major item requiring development. 
Dynamic signature experimental data of men and equipment operating in a 
typical MOT and space station combination is required to  adequately develop 
the telescope pointing concept. 
0 
Scientific Instruments 1 
0 Greater overall system gain might be realized from efforts expended on 
advanced scientific instrument concepts as contrasted with comparable 
expenditure of effort on improvement of telescope performance. 
Scientific Data System 
Early definition of the scientific data handling concept is required since it 
will have a profound effect on the MOT ground and space operations. For 
example, direct transmission of data from scientific instruments to the 
ground might reduce the needs for ground-to-space logistics and man's 
space operational role. 
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3.2.2 Investigations 
The investigations have been organized into effective, manageable work packages 
accounting for the identified development problems noted in Section 3 . 2 . 1 .  The 
prime investigations pertain to system-level activities and provide inputs to 
and receive outputs from the support investigations. The subject of each inves- 
tigation and location of the corresponding investigation scope description a re  
listed in Table 3-3. The program identification number f o r  each of the investi- 
gation scope descriptions (Alll, A112, etc.) is the same a s  that used to identify 
the corresponding item or  task in the work breakdown structures and the cost 
estimates for the concept development phase. Additional investigations may be 
identified during the accomplishment of the concept development phase and should 
be considered in future planning activities. These investigations a re  further 
described in  the following paragraphs and a r e  listed in  order of investigation 
number. 
Table 3-3: CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT INVESTIGATIONS 
Investigation 
Prime Investigations 
Sys tem Concept 
System Concept Development 
System Operations Concept Review 
System Concept Interface Coordination 
Preliminary Specification Development 
System Development Complex Concept Evaluation 
Development Implementation Plan 
Development Plans and Costs 
costing 
Support Investigations 
Optical Concept 
Mirror  Surface Evaluation 
Mirror  Assembly Concept Evaluation 
Mirror  Assembly Concept Verification 
Optical Alignment Concept Evaluation 
Folding Mirror  Assembly Concept Evaluation 
Dynamic Signature Identification 
Space Station/MOT Interaction Evaluation 
MOT Pointing Concept Evaluation 
Scientific Instruments Concept Evaluation 
Scientific Data System Concept Evaluation 
Pointing Concept 
Scientific Instruments Concept 
Scientific Data System Concept 
Identification 
Number 
Alll 
All2 
All3 
A114 
All5 
A121 
A122 
A211 
A212 
A213 
A214 
A21 5 
A221 
A222 
A223 
A231 
A2 41 
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I NVE STIG AT ION A1 1 1 
SYSTEM CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT 
Purpose - To develop the most cost- and performance-effective MOT system 
concept to be used as a basis for: (1) detail design in the follow-on project 
phases and (2) providing control continuity over the other investigations conducted 
in the concept development phase. 
Timing - Throughout the concept development phase. 
Justification - The magnitude of the total MOT program requires considerable 
assurance that a sound conceptual design is selected pr ior  to equipment devel- 
opment. This study has identified a number of significant development problems 
pertaining to the current preliminary system concept. 
Description- This investigation satisfies the purpose of developing related 
major system concept aspects with support from other investigations and by 
providing continuity control over these support investigations. The related 
major system concept aspects are the overall system, configuration, structures, 
and thermal environment because they form the common o r  universal interfaces 
between the subsystem and system elements. 
Overall System Concept- The overall system concept should be further devel- 
oped and evaluated to  cover such items as selection of the ideal orbit altitude and 
inclination, sizing of the MOT system to the launch vehicle system, determination 
of the proper MOT system concept to  minimize logistics requirements, and selec- 
tion of the optimum space station concept considering the MOT and other major 
NASA system requirements. 
The preliminary system concept study was  conducted at only two orbital altitudes: 
low (near-Earth) and synchronous orbit, both at a 28-degree inclination. Further 
study should be conducted to provide parametric data for selecting an orbital alti- 
tude and inclination that will provide the optimum system operation and perform- 
ance. The preliminary system concept was developed for low-Earth orbit using 
a Saturn IB launch vehicle, and further study evaluated this design in a synchro- 
nous orbit condition. For this orbit condition, the required Saturn V launch 
vehicle has an 80,000-pound synchronous-orbit capability, whereas the MOT 
launch weight was estimated at 28,000 pounds. Should subsequent studies sub- 
stantiate the need for a Saturn V synchronous-orbit operation, evaluation will be 
required to fully utilize this launch-vehicle payload capability. This evaluation 
should determine telescope size compatible with the launch vehicle payload size 
and weight capabilities. Also, consideration should be given to using this launch 
vehicle capability to transport a n  assembled MOT-and-space- station complex 
into orbit. Such a configuration would have the advantage of not requiring a 
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telescope rendezvous and docking subsystem. Also, the space station might 
remain permanently attached to the launch vehicle third stage and use some of 
its electronics for telescope operations and its mass to  dampen equipment and 
crew dynamics. 
An extensive system concept study should be conducted to minimize the need for 
repetitive space logistics operations caused by the long MOT mission life. The 
preliminary system concept involved a ground-to-space logistics and crew trans- 
fer operation every 90 days. In this case,  the data was physically returned by 
this logistics transportation system. Further study should evaluate a MOT sys- 
tem having both manned and automated capability. During the initial MOT space 
operation, man would be involved to check equipment and ensure proper system 
operation. The system could then be placed on automatic mode with operation 
and control accomplished on the ground and scientific data transmitted to  the 
ground. Periodically, man would return to perform maintenance and directly 
operate the system for  critical experiments requiring high resolution and physical 
return of data to  the ground. 
The space station concept selection should be evaluated so as to  provide the most 
effective overall system operation and performance. The preliminary system 
concept assumed the use of a multipurpose MORL-type space station. Further 
space station selection studies should consider a single-purpose MOT station 
using multipurpose subsystems developed from other NASA programs. Such a 
concept may allow ground-to-space transportation of a completely assembled 
MOT-and-space- station combination, which might result in a more effective 
total system. Also, the combination may provide greater flexibility for experi- 
ment operation since it would not be involved in other multipurpose space station 
ope rations. 
Configuration - Throughout this investigation, detail configuration data should 
be maintained to provide configuration constraints on other concept development 
investigations. Also, outputs from the other investigations will be assembled 
into a composite configuration definition by this activity, thereby ensuring con- 
tinuous program continuity control. The configuration data should include draw- 
ings, equipment, concept descriptions , weight estimates, mission description 
(including timelines), and performance description. The performance descrip- 
tion should include an analysis t ree  showing estimated performance tolerance 
distribution for each system element, thus defining the desired overall MOT 
system performance. Cost analysis should be maintained so that configuration 
elements versus cost trades may be evaluated continuously during this investigation. 
The system concept configuration development should include consideration for 
locating the telescope electrical and electronic equipment in the inhabited a rea  
of the space station. Continuous shirtsleeve environment would then exist for 
equipment maintenance and troubleshooting functions , thereby providing more 
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effective telescope operations. 
simplified by not having to account for  the heat load generated by this equipment. 
Also, the telescope thermal design would be 
Structures - A review of the structural concept should be made to ensure a sound 
configuration for the system concept. Areas that should be included in the review 
are: (1) the need for, and concept of, the primary mirror  boost support struc- 
tural system; (2) the structural intertie integrity of the in-orbit primary-mirror 
support structure and the scientific instrument support platen; (3) the need for, 
and the detail concept of, the soft-gimbal mount system; and (4) a system ap- 
proach to critical material and processes relative to the structural aspects. 
The preliminary system concept uses an air bag for protecting the primary mir- 
r o r  between launch to orbit achievement. During the industrial survey, several 
comments were made questioning the feasibility of this air bag system to provide 
proper support at the edges of the mirror. Therefore, depending on the mirror  
structural concept, a new boost support concept should be developed. This con- 
cept should then, because of its importance to the overall system, be demon- 
strated using a breadboard model. In developing the planning for this demonstra- 
tion, it may be necessary to determine that this activity should be combined with 
the mir ror  concept demonstrations of Investigation A213. Completion of the 
demonstration should verify the feasibility of a boost support system for the 
primary mirror.  
The in-orbit telescope operation for the preliminary system concept requires a 
microaccurate structural relationship among some of the scientific instruments, 
the folding mirrors, and the primary mirror.  A question exists as to whether 
or not the structural configuration identified for this  concept will meet the re- 
quirement. Structural intertie slippage between mirror  and instruments due to 
telescope slewing action can result in  relative permanent displacement affecting 
telescope operation. A review of this concept should be made to evaluate this 
structural and operational aspect. To obtain the required structural character- 
istics, it is believed that a single structural assemblage containing the primary 
mirror ,  folding mirror ,  and scientific instrument attachments is required as 
opposed to the composite structural assemblage in  the preliminary system concept. 
The preliminary system concept includes a gimbal mounting system between the 
telescope and the space station for fine pointing operations. This gimbal system 
is considered a high-risk development item and, i f  the requirement for the con- 
cept is reaffirmed as a result of the pointing concept investigation ( A 2 2 3 ) ,  a 
conceptual investigation in greater depth than has been accomplished should be 
conducted. This investigation should include the dynamic and mechanical aspects 
of the design and may recommend the conduct of a concept demonstration. 
The material used in the MOT has two basically unique requirements. 
an ability to support an expected 5-year operating life and the ability to maintain 
These a r e  
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microdimensions on many of its parts during ground and space operation. A 
problem exists as to how confidence can be obtained in the material selection to 
meet these requirements in an economical and timely manner. An investigation 
in the early phase of the system study should be to develop a conceptual program 
on material selection. Such a program might include the feasibility of developing 
MOT material experiments for the AAP program. 
An AAP-type experiment approach that should be investigated would be to prepare 
"time capsules" containing specimen materials. Some specimen materials might 
be small  gage blocks of mirror  material, such as quartz, crystalline glass, and 
beryllium; coupons of typical MOT organic and inorganic materials; and thermal 
control coatings. Several capsules vented to space may be included in forthcoming 
AAP manned spacecraft experiments. The capsules would be passive devices left 
on abandoned spacecraft and retrieved as an additional operation by other manned 
space operations occurring several years later. The material after being returned 
to the ground would be subjected to a thorough materials analysis. Characteristics, 
such as microcreep of the mirror  material gage blocks, mirror  surface contami- 
nation from organic materials outgassing, thermal control coating deterioration, 
and the effects on material properties of metals used in the telescope construc- 
tion, could be determined. This capsule experiment aspect of the materials 
selection program might be reasonably low in cost and could provide confidence 
in the material selection prior to the MOT final development and operation. The 
cost of designing and fabricating the time capsules has not been included in this 
study since more definition is required. 
Thermal Control - Due to the sensitive nature of the  critical elements of 
the telescope, a precise thermal control system is necessary. Therefore, a 
conceptual study conducted in depth is required involving extensive thermal 
balance analysis. The investigation areas considered critical are maintaining 
a very uniform orbital thermal environment around the primary mirror  and very 
constant thermal stability in the structure intertie system between the primary 
mirror ,  folding mirrors,  and scientific instruments required to maintain micro- 
alignment accuracy. The thermal operational environment requirement for the 
optics must recognize: (1) the thermal characteristics of the selected mirror  
material; (2) the range between high fabrication temperatures and low operating 
temperatures; and (3) telescope infrared performance requirement on the oper- 
ating temperature of the optics. 
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SYSTEMS OPERATION CONCEPT REVIEW 
Purpose - To specifically define the required astronomical performance and 
capability of the MOT that will fully explore the spectrum from the near infrared 
through the visible and ultraviolet (0.08 to 100 microns). 
Timing - In the first part of the concept development phase to provide timely 
inputs to MOT systems concept, 
Justification- It is essential that the scientific community identify o r  confirm 
in more detail the intended use of the MOT system since this defines the basic 
design and operational features of the system. 
Description- This performance and capability definition of the MOT will pro- 
vide such data as the types of objects to be observed, the experiments to be per- 
formed, the types of instrumentation needed together with their wavelength range, 
the approximate percentages of time to be devoted to each type of experiment, 
and the desired degree of experiment operation flexibility. This data will  then 
be used in establishing the operational concept of the MOT system and definition 
of the scientific instrumentation. An advisory MOT committee of astronomers 
should be established to provide consultation throughout the concept development 
of the system to ensure its applicability. 
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SYSTEM C ONC E PT INTERFACE COORDINATION 
Purpose - To provide technical interchange between the MOT system and other 
NASA-related space programs during the MOT concept development phase to 
ensure program compatibility. 
Timing - Throughout the MOT concept development phase. 
Justification- Final definition of the MOT system is dependent on the as yet 
undetermined characteristics of other prospective space systems that will supply 
operational support functions and subsystem hardware to the MOT system. 
Description- During the MOT conceptual phase, other related MOT programs 
will probably be in their project development phase. It is necessary that the 
MOT requirements be recognized in the development of these related programs. 
It  is also essential that the capability of the equipment in the related programs 
be recognized in the MOT conceptual design so that realistic system trades can 
be made. 
To have an identity in this investigation, a document will be prepared identifying 
the program form, fit, and function interfaces. 
and requirements for each interface and each program should be clearly pre- 
sented. The document will then serve to clearly identify program relationships 
for  both management and technical usage. Related programs that might be 
The performance capabilities 
followed by this investigation are: 
0 Space Station 0 
0 Launch Vehicle 0 
0 Logistics Vehicle 
0 Subsystem Module 
0 Multipurpose Launch Protection 
0 
Shroud 
Apollo Applications Program ( U P )  
Planned MSC and KSC modifications 
affecting MOT operations 
Orbital Astronomical Support 
Facility 
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INVESTIGATION All4 
PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION DEW LOPMENT 
Purpose - To define the selected MOT system and subsystem concepts in te rms  
of preliminary specifications to  be used for initiating the project development 
phase. 
Timing- Toward the end of the concept development phase. 
Justification - Preliminary specifications a re  required as a system of design 
goals and controls for initiating detailed definition of the MOT system during the 
project development phase. 
Description- Preliminary MOT system and subsystems should be defined in the 
form of preliminary specifications at the end of the concept development phase. 
These should be in sufficient detail to form a sound basis for starting the prelimi- 
nary design and development of hardware and software during early stages of the 
project development phase. Data from the support investigations and system- 
concept investigations should provide the necessary input for preparing the 
specification. 
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT COMPLEX CONCEPT EVALUATION 
Purpose - To determine the concept of the most effective MOT system development 
c o mplex. 
Timing- Prior to the program planning and cost effort for the selected MOT 
system concept. 
Justification- From the industrial survey conducted for this study, it became 
apparent that the MOT system development complex might require state- of-the- 
art advancement and be a major cost item. An evaluation in depth is required 
to determine the concept of the complex and its requirements. 
Description- The investigation should establish the gross system requirements 
for development and production of the MOT. Possible geographical locations for 
the complex and whether individual complex elements are preferable to  a single 
integrated complex should be determined. The complex concept should recognize 
at least: (1) optical system testing accuracy; (2) pointing system testing accuracy; 
(3) environmental test spectrum; (4) MOT test  support system; and (5) test duration. 
Test approach and cost aspects should be fundamental considerations in establish- 
ment of the development complex. To obtain the most effective requirements for 
the system development complex, the possibility of conducting MOT system-level 
ground-type tests to performance values somewhat less than the design should be 
evaluated. To establish confidence in system equipment capability prior to launch, 
analysis using analytical extrapolation might be performed involving below- sub- 
sy stem-level and less-than-design-value system- level tests results. 
tem acceptance could be made after initial use in orbit where the system per- 
formance under actual conditions would be demonstrated. 
of this approach may reveal that the system development complex may be of a 
simpler design with overall program cost savings. 
Final sy s- 
An evaluation in depth 
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DEVELOPMENT IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING 
Purpose - To prepare the preliminary implementation plans required for making 
a go-ahead decision to initiate the project development and operation phases of 
the MOT program. 
Timing- Near the end of the concept development phase, after the final MOT 
system concept has been defined. 
Justification- To make the key decision of committing the remainder of the MOT 
program following concept development, preliminary detail planning and costs 
data are required to provide confidence in the prediction of program scope, dura- 
tion, and costs. 
Description- Preliminary detail plans for implementation of the project devel- 
opment and operation phases should be prepared during the latter part of the 
concept development phase. The plans will be used to obtain: (1) an understand- 
ing of the magnitude and timing for the succeeding phases and (2) a detailed cost 
estimate for the succeeding phases. 
The method involved in accomplishing this investigation should be to first prepare 
a near-final MOT program plan and then prepare the supporting preliminary im- 
plementation plans. The program plan should be a major review and revision of 
the preliminary program plan prepared under this study and will be based on the 
final selected MOT concept. The completed program plan should form the basis 
and control for the preliminary supporting plans. These supporting plans should 
be prepared in detail for each of the following areas:  
0 Management 0 Transportation 0 Logistics 
0 Engineering 0 Reliability 0 Training 
0 Configuration Control 0 Safety 0 KSC Operations 
0 Quality Assurance e Manufacturing 0 Mission Operations 
0 Testing 0 Facilities 0 Experimentation 
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COSTING 
Purpose - To provide: (1) parametric-type cost data for trade study analysis 
and gross program cost estimates during the system concept iteration activity 
and ( 2 )  detailed cost estimates on the final system concept for use in establishing 
a firm development budget. 
Timing - To be accomplished throughout the MOT concept development phase. 
Justification- Decisions made during the various system concept iterations 
must consider cost effectiveness and gross program costs. Also, prior to 
starting the project development phase, f i rm budgets for the succeeding phases 
must be established based on realistic cost estimates. 
Description - Cost considerations based on parametric data should be included 
in the trade studies involved in the selection of the various system concepts. 
Gross program costs from the present study should be continuously updated to 
support the selection of various system concepts and to maintain long-range 
funding forecasts. 
should be prepared using the program definition developed in Investigation A121. 
These estimates should include individual task costs and time-phased funding. 
For the selected system concept, detailed cost estimates 
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INVESTIGATION A211 
MIRROR SURFACE EVALUATION- 
Purpose - To obtain data on radiation resistance, reflective efficiency, and 
physical surface characteristics of typical MOT mirror  surface configurations 
for use in selecting the final mirror  configuration. 
Timing - Early in the concept development phase. 
Justification - Evaluation of MOT mirror performance requirements indicates 
a lack of basic mirror  surface data. Establishment of the basic mirror  surface 
early in the concept development program is considered necessary to allow 
orderly development leading to final mirror  selection. From the industrial sur- 
vey conducted under this study , surface irregularity problems were identified. 
These irregularities pertained to bubbles in quartz and Cer-Vit material and 
crazing-type defects in polished Kanigen nickel. 
Description- The study will include physical surface characteristics, reflectance 
efficiencies, and radiation resistance of typical mirror specimens. 
Physical Surface Characteristics - Photomicrographs should be made of typical 
MOT mir ror  specimens with sufficient magnification of the surface to permit 
measurement of the accuracy of the finish. These photomicrographs should be 
made during the various steps of fabrication to determine if final finish irregu- 
larities can be attributed to a specific step in the fabrication. In addition, these 
photomicrographs can be used in  evaluating reflectance performance and radia- 
tion damage. 
Reflectance Efficiencies - Spectral and diffuse reflectance measurements should 
be made on typical MOT mirror  specimens, the data from which will be used in 
more accurately predicting MOT optical performance. These measurements 
should be made over the proposed MOT wavelength range of 0.08 to 100 microns. 
In addition, these measurements can be used in evaluating radiation damage. 
Radiation Resistance - Radiation resistance evaluation of typical MOT mirror  
specimens recognizing a 5-year MOT operating life should be conducted. The 
tes ts  should be conducted in  a typical MOT operating environment, recognizing 
vacuum and thermal conditions. Damage assessment would be made by photo- 
micrographs, reflectance measurement, and interferometric measurement. 
Typical MOT Mirror Specimens- Two sets  of specimens should be made repre- 
senting the MOT primary and secondary mirror  finishing (X/30 r m s  and X / l O O  
rms ,  at 5000 A). These specimens should be made of the following materials: 
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Vapor-Deposited Coatings 
Reflectance 
Substrate Undercoat Coat Overcoat 
Beryllium 
Quartz 
Cer- Vit 
Beryllium 
Quartz 
C e r- Vit 
Beryllium 
Quartz 
Cer-Vit 
Kanigen 
Kanigen 
Kanigen 
510 
510 
510 
Chrome 
Chrome 
Chrome 
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Al 
Al 
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MIRROR CONCEPT EVALUATION 
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Purpose - To develop primary and secondary mirror concepts involving mate- 
rial, design, fabrication, and measurement aspects. 
Timing- Pr ior  to the mirror  concept demonstration in the latter portion of the 
concept development phase. 
Justification - The present MOT concept uses mirrors  of lightweight waffle- 
plate beryllium structure plated with Kanigen nickel. Recent investigations 
indicate that considerable problems exist with this design. These problems 
include the lack of stability and predictability of beryllium in the material micro- 
property range. In addition, Kanigen nickel has crazing characteristics that, 
during polishing, may seriously affect the final finish. The potential thermal 
problems associated with this metal mirror assembly being fabricated at 70°F 
and operating at -120°F requires considerably deeper investigation than has been 
accomplished to date. Other mirror  materials, such as quartz and crystalline 
glass, being used today should be investigated. In summary, considerable as- 
surance is believed necessary prior to the project development phase that the 
MOT requirements can be met for making primary and secondary mirrors of 
the desired size and figure accuracy (X/30 rms  for the 120-inch mirror and 
X / l O O  r m s  for the 30- and 19-inch mirrors - all values determined at the 
5000 level) and maintaining this accuracy in space. 
Description - The configuration constraints and requirements on the mirror  
concept design will be obtained from the system concept investigation to ensure 
that &e results of the mirror  studies will be applicable to the system. 
tne method 01 mirror  support (during boost) from the system concept investiga- 
tion should be recognized in this mirror concept investigation. 
Also, 
Mirror Material - A detailed material properties analysis and evaluation should 
be made of candidate mirror  materials throughout the ranges of the MOT thermal, 
vacuum, shock, and vibration environments. Mirror material properties should 
be investigated to evaluate the microuniformity of the thermal expansion charac- 
teristics that may be expected on a mirror of the MOT size and construction. 
Also, the effect of the mirror fabrication process on the material properties 
should be investigated. For instance, the magnesium-fluoride vapor coating 
over the aluminum vapor deposition may require a mirror  temperature of about 
400°F. The effect of this high-temperature fabrication operation, together with 
the low-temperature mission operations, should be evaluated from a material 
properties aspect. This phase of the investigation should result in recommenda- 
tions for mirror-blank, plating, and vapor-deposition materials, as well as 
material processes. 
INVESTIGATION A212 (Cont. ) 
Structural Concept - Results of the industrial survey indicate further concept 
effort should be expended on the structural aspects of the mirrors.  
ation should consider how the mirror  blank can be designed to be lightweight, 
sufficiently rigid to maintain the figure during the mir ror ' s  dynamic life and 
figure integrity over the thermal range of 70°F for figuring, 400°F for coating, 
and -120°F for mission operations. For instance, evaluations should be made 
of various structural configurations, such as honeycomb, egg-crate, and waffle- 
plate, for different single- material construction. Also, mirror  blanks of com- 
posite-material construction should be evaluated; e. g. a lightweight metal honey- 
comb or fiberglass structural base of extreme stiffness with a ductile blanket 
bonded to  the top of the base. This blanket might be of silicone rubber or  similar 
ductile material on top of which a mirror plate is bonded. The mirror  plate 
might be of solid quartz or  crystalline glass of from 1 to 2 inches thick. Also, 
the mir ror  plate might be an electroformed metal, which is currently being 
developed under NASA contract. Favorable features of this potential mir ror  
blank design a r e  its ability to: (1) evenly distribute the s t resses  into and out of 
the mir ror  plate; (2) provide boost support to the mir ror  plate; (3) provide mir- 
ro r  plate attachment to the telescope during in-orbit operation; and (4) provide 
thermal insulation between the mirror plate and the cabin end of the telescope. 
This evalu- 
Fabrication Techniques - The fabrication process should be investigated for the 
recommended material and structural design from the above studies. This fab- 
rication investigation should recognize not only the mir ror  accuracy and size 
requirements but also the number of development articles required during the 
project development phase. Fabrication methods, which, through accurate con- 
t rols  provide precise results, require identification. 
finishing technique using ionic polishing should be investigated, including possible 
auto mat ion. 
The new mirror  surface 
Mirror Measurement - Since MOT mirror surface irregularities from the design 
figure must be considerably smaller than those allowed in fabricating today's 
mir rors ,  a review of measurement techniques involved is necessary. A candidate 
technique that appears to have the required accuracy potential involves the use of 
improved laser  interferometers. It is important to identify measuring systems 
that will be used during mirror  fabrication since it forms such a fundamental 
control factor in the fabrication of a basic performance element of the telescope. 
Concept Demonstration Definition - Since the mirror  system is so significant to 
the MOT operation, a demonstration of the primary mir ror  concept is considered 
essential prior to starting the full MOT project program. The objective of this 
demonstration is to verify that the mirror assembly will have the required figure 
during in-orbit operations. An output of this investigation would be a specifica- 
tion for the follow-on mirror  assembly concept verification (A213). The speci- 
fication might regrire that several mirror blanks be fabricated of different 
designs and materials (such as beryllium, quartz, and crystalline glass). For 
this study, it is assumed that three different designs will be demonstrated. 
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These mir rors  will be of full primary-mirror size since this was a strong recom- 
mendation of the various companies contacted in support of this study. The mir- 
r o r  blank should be figured to a spherical shape instead of the MOT parabolic 
shape, thus reducing fabrication costs and facilitating testing. The mirror  finish 
will only be of sufficient quality to satisfy the test needs - not greater than 5000 i. 
A very accurate measurement of each mir ror  surface should be made and then 
compared with similar measurements taken after various typical MOT environ- 
mental tests. The ability of the mirror assembly to maintain its original shape 
will determine the degree of acceptability. 
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MIRROR ASSEMBLY CONCEPT VERIFICATION 
Purpose - To verify the mirror concept developed in the mirror  assembly con- 
cept investigation (A212). 
Timing - After the completion of the mirror  assembly concept evaluation inves- 
tigation (A212), after the MOT system concept development investigation ( A l l l )  
has established the final size of the primary mirror ,  and prior to  the start of the 
project development phase. 
Justification- The ability to develop a mir ror  structural configuration to the 
MOT requirements is considered a high-risk item and requires concept demon- 
stration prior to full MOT program implementation. 
Description - Using the specifications from the mirror  assembly concept evalu- 
ation investigation, a program should be conducted including the following major 
activities: 
0 Concept Demonstration Planning 
0 Test Mirror Assembly Designs 0 Test Evaluation 
0 Mirror Assembly Fabrication 0 Final Mirror Structural Concept 
0 Mirror-Telescope Mount Fabrication 
0 Test Conduct 
Selection 
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INVESTIGATION A214 
OPTICAL ALIGNMENT CONCEPT INVESTIGATION 
Purpose - To establish confidence that a self-alignment system of the secondary 
mirror  with respect to the primary mirror can be developed to the MOT accuracy 
and environmental requirements. 
Timing- Pr ior  to the selection of the final MOT system selection. 
Justification- The ability of the telescope to perform adequately is highly de- 
pendent on how well the two basic optical elements are maintained in alignment. 
The present baseline has an actuator system that manipulates the secondary 
mir ror  based on outputs from sensors that are located on the primary mirror  
and looking at the secondary mirror.  The ability to develop both the sensor and 
actuator systems to the required performance accuracy is considered a signifi- 
cant problem. 
Description- The system concept development investigation will provide the 
mir ror  alignment requirements and constraints for this investigation. The 
method of micromovement of the secondary mirror,  including the ability to sur- 
vive the boost environment, should be investigated. The concept of the sensor 
system should be evaluated for its ability to accurately sense optical system 
misalignment under MOT environmental conditions. 
Because of the sensitivity of the telescope design on the alignment subsystem, 
the alignment subsystem capabilities must be demonstrated. This demonstration 
will involve a laboratory model of the secondary-mirror actuator system, coupled 
with a typical sensor assembly installed on a simulated portion of the primary 
mirror.  The output of this investigation will be the selection of a demonstrated 
optical alignment system concept. 
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FOLDING MIRROR ASSEMBLY CONCEPT EVALUATION 
Purpose - To develop and demonstrate a concept of a folding-mirror actuating 
mechanism that will meet the MOT accuracy requirements. 
Timing- After the folding mirror  requirements have been established in the 
system concept development investigation. 
Justification - The present system concept design requires that man remotely 
operate the MOT from the space station. This results in an additional require- 
ment that the various scientific instruments be selected by rotating folding mir- 
rors. The folding mirror  assembly directs the light beam into each scientific 
instrument as selected. This assembly is required to support and orient the 
mir ror  so that the reflected image is repeatedly positioned and held within a 
fraction of an arc-second. A mechanism meeting this operating requirement 
and capable of surviving the transportation environment of launch to  orbit is 
considered a significant problem requiring extensive concept development and 
demonstration. 
Description- The requirement and constraints on the folding mirror  assembly 
should be identified during the system concept study and should be based on real- 
istic scientific instrument input requirements for dynamic stability and longitudi- 
nal-, rotational-, lateral-, and tilt-image inputs. Also, the inputs to th i s  investi- 
gation should identify i f  the folding mirror assembly is to be used in the fine 
pointing system for the telescope (as determined from the pointing system con- 
cept investigation, A223). 
Various concepts should be should be identified and evaluated to determine their 
ability to provide the required positioning accuracy. The most promising concept 
would be selected and a concept demonstration performed. This demonstration 
should be of sufficient sophistication to assess  precision and repeatability under 
simulated space environments. 
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INVESTIGATION A221 
DYNAMIC SIGNATURE IDENTIFICATION 
Purpose - To identify and establish dynamic signature cri teria on typical MOT 
and space station operations of both man and equipment for developing the pointing 
system concept. 
Timing - During the system concept development and the pointing concept evalu- 
ation investigations. 
Justification - Presently available dynamic signature data on man and equipment 
operation is limited and not defined to  the level necessary for design of the MOT. 
Realistic evaluations of the MOT pointing system concept a r e  highly dependent on 
the use of valid signature data. 
Description- A review and compilation of existing dynamic signature data and 
planned experiments on other programs should be made. From this review a 
set of experiments would be planned providing dynamic signature data to the 
magnitude and accuracy required for MOT. These experiments should be con- 
ducted on various AAP programs such as S-IVB workshop and ATM. The data 
from these experiments would then be analyzed, and the results used to establish 
the MOT dynamic signature criteria. These criteria should define the charac- 
teristics of various input disturbances, such as man's motions during various 
tasks and operation of rotating machinery, actuators, and thrustors, for use in 
the space station and MOT interaction evaluation investigation. 
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INVESTIGATION A222 
SPACE STATION/MOT INTERACTION EVALUATION 
Purpose - To determine and analyze the influence of pertinent space station 
operations on the MOT pointing concept. 
Timing - During the MOT pointing concept evaluation. 
Justification- Since the mission of the MOT is accomplished by the combined 
operations of the space station and the telescope, an optimum division of pointing 
control between the two is desirable. Therefore, the capability of the space 
station to  contribute to  this requirement is necessary for definition of a control 
concept. During periods of astronomical observation, disturbances generated 
within the space station (to which the telescope is attached) may seriously de- 
grade the telescope's resolution. The pattern and magnitude of these space 
station motions must therefore be investigated. 
77 
Description- The quantity and distribution of the space station mass should be 
defined as a basic input to the analysis of the space station and telescope dynamic 
responses and the development of a pointing concept. Dynamic disturbances 
emanating from the space station that influence the telescope pointing system 
requirements, including crew movements, rotating machinery, and actuation 
equipment, should be defined. The space station control system performance 
should be analyzed as to its ability to accomplish, or  contribute to, the pointing 
and stabilization of the telescope. The general requirements of the telescope 
pointing and attitude stability system should be determined by deletion of the func- 
tions performed by the space station from the overall pointing and attitude require- 
ments of the orbital telescope. 
a INVESTIGATION A223 
MOT POINTING CONCEPT EVALUATION 
Purpose- To establish a MOT pointing system concept that has a high probability 
of being developed with reasonable expenditures of effort and time. 
Timing- The preferred pointing concept should be identified prior to the final 
system concept selection; the pointing concept should be verified before the end 
of the concept development phase. 
Justification - MOT attitude control investigations performed to date have been 
necessarily limited in scope because of the preliminary conceptual nature of the 
MOT studies. Stabilization of the telescope pointing to * O .  01-arc-second accu- 
racy is considered to be a high-risk area of development. More detailed defini- 
tion of the requirements and characteristics of this principal subsystem a r e  nec- 
essary for further refinement of the RIOT configuration and operations. 
Description- Concept requirements w i l l  be identified, leading to  extended evalua- 
tion and demonstration of the hlOT pointing concept. 
Concept Requirements Identification - The MOT pointing system performance 
requirements and operating constraints should be further defined on the basis of 
the astronomical observation resolution and pointing position requirements. 
Man's functional participation in the overall pointing system should be considered 
in the identification of the pointing system requirements. The requirements 
should recognize that the fine pointing sensor should not remove a significant 
amount of light from the telescope optical output and must have microaccuracy 
sensing capability. 
Pointing System Concept - Investigation of the preliminary system concept of 
the pointing and attitude stability system, which involves pointing and stabilizing 
the entire telescope, should be extended into a greater depth of detail beyond the 
scope of the past conceptual studies. In addition, alternate concepts should be 
investigated in an attempt to simplify the system and to reduce the requirements 
of the subsystem equipment. Alternate techniques to be considered include such 
approaches as: (1) use of man for initial target acquisition and tracking, (2) 
use of low-thrust reaction jets instead of control moment gyros, (3) reduction 
or  limitation of the requirement for fine stabilization of the entire telescope 
through the use of quick-response adjustable optics, and (4) use of pointing 
sensors located within the scientific instruments as a source of input to the 
pointing system electronics. 
Utilization of man should be considered for initial target acquisition and tracking 
to reduce equipment complexity if the preferred system concept requires man in 
orbit during telescope operation. Also, the feasibility of using a reference-gyro- 
type platform system, patterned after those developed in the ballistic missile 
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field, should be explored for use in coarse and intermediate slewing operation 
instead of the preliminary system concept star tracking system. 
Since the inception of the preliminary system concept study, advances have been 
made in low-thrust, high-specific-impulse mass-expulsion systems, such as 
subliming solids, resistojets, and ion engines. The feasibility of using such 
devices instead of control moment gyros as a primary torque source for fine 
pointing control should be investigated. 
Fine control of the telescope pointing axis by means of rapid but accurate adjust- 
ment of the optical configuration may be a possible alternative to fine control of 
the entire telescope. Since it is desirable that the geometric relationship between 
the primary and secondary mirrors  and the instrumentation be maintained con- 
stant during an observation, adjustment of the folding mirror for fine control of 
the light beam appears to be the most promising. Investigation of interferometric 
techniques for position sensing and the possible actuation of the mirror  by piezo- 
electric effects should be included. 
The influence on the pointing system of a soft-spring, gimbaled connection be- 
tween the telescope and the space station during observation periods requires 
further investigation. Future analyses should result in refinement beyond that 
accomplished in earlier studies, which were limited to a single degree of free- 
dom. In addition, the alternate concept of rigid attachment of the telescope to 
the space station and a Saturn IV-B spent stage should be considered. 
NASA study and development programs related to this investigation include the 
following: 
0 Control Moment Gyros 0 Segmented Mirror Control 
0 Apollo Telescope Mount 0 Saturn IV-B Space Applications 
0 Microactuators 0 Crew Activity Vehicle Disturbances 
Concept Demonstration- Due to the significance of the pointing function on the 
overall telescope performance, a concept demonstration should be conducted. 
The demonstration should verify the potential performance and development 
feasibility using breadboard models. The output of the demonstration should be 
the final pointing system concept selection. 
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SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT CONCEPT EVALUATION 
Purpose - To identify and evaluate new conceptual types of scientific instruments 
which might relieve the telescope performance requirements or  improve the tele- 
scope capability. 
Timing- During the system concept development investigation. 
Justification- The present telescope performance is greatly determined by the 
needs of the scientific instruments (such as the spectrograph requiring location 
of the image in a microsize slot over extended periods of time). Such require- 
ments on the telescope may be relieved by other instrument concepts. 
Description- An extensive survey of industrial and scientific activity in the area 
of scientific instrumentation should be conducted to determine the present state 
of development. Potential areas may be found in image amplifiers and holograph 
activities. Holographs, requiring an estimated 30 minutes for each exposure, 
have been advocated as a replacement for spectrographs requiring exposure 
periods of many hours. The performance capability of instrument concepts 
should be evaluated for providing outputs in electrical form adaptable for direct 
transmission to the ground. Evaluation of each instrument should be made to  
determine if telescope pointing system inputs can be more advantageously obtained 
by sensor outputs located in the instruments. The output of this investigation 
would be the identification of the current and projected instrumentation concept 
and recommended instrumentation concepts that should be pursued for use in the 
MOT system concept. 
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SCIENTIFIC DATA SYSTEM CONCEPT EVALUATION 
Purpose-To develop an automatic data system concept capable of data trans- 
mission from the scientific instrument output to the ground with the required 
quality for the MOT experiments. 
Timing- After start of the scientific instrument concept evaluation. 
Justification - The current MOT data system concept records all scientific 
data in the MOT and space station complex and returns this data to the ground 
by logistics vehicle operation every 90 days. Shielding is required to protect 
the unexposed photographic film used extensively as a recording medium. A 
data system, using either photoelectric detection techniques in place of film o r  
automated photographic data readout systems, should be investigated as possibly 
providing a simpler MOT design and operations concept. 
Description- From the scientific instrument concept investigation, the instru- 
ment outputs should be identified as to type and quality. An analysis should then 
be made as to methods of instrument output conversion to electrical signals. In 
particular, photoelectric imaging systems, including those now under development 
by other government agencies, should be analyzed to establish if  these can pro- 
vide the desired resolution and coverage. A n  evaluation of photographic data 
obtained by using digital computer techniques should be made to establish the 
extent to which this technique might be adapted to the MOT, providing real-time 
data analysis and immediate operational correction. This data automation con- 
cept could possibly reduce the logistic-vehicle requirements, simplify the in- 
orbit handling operations, provide faster data analysis response both on the 
ground and in space, and increase the effective MOT output. 
It is visualized that the ideal mission operation might be to first check and ini- 
tially operate the MOT by man for 3 months after orbit insertion. The system 
would then be put into automatic mode and operated from the ground. This auto- 
matic operation might be conducted for 9 months of each year, obtaining that type 
of astronomical data capable of automation. Man might then return to the MOT 
for 3 months each year for maintenance, equipment modification, and to conduct 
those experiments requiring accuracy and resolution that cannot be automated. 
This type of operation has the potential of providing a significant savings by 
eliminating three of the four logistic operations per year as required in the pre- 
sent system concept. 
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3 . 2 . 3  Equipment List - Concept Development Phase 
The items of equipment identified in Table 3-4 a r e  required to support denionstra- 
tions of the concepts selected from the concept development phase investigations. 
Table 3-4: EQUIPMENT LIST-CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PHASE 
PRIMARY MIRROR BOOST SUPPORT STRUCTURE CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION 
(Prime Investigation A l l l )  
0 
0 
0 
Breadboard Primary Mirror Boost Support Structure Test Article 
Test  Equipment and Facilities are Considered Existing Aerospace 
Capability 
Miscellaneous Jigs,  Fixtures, and Instrumentation 
MIRROR SURFACE EVALUATION (Support Investigation A211) 
0 
0 
About 50 Mirror Test Specimens of about 1 inch in Diameter 
Test Equipment and Facilities are Considered Existing Aerospace 
Capability 
MIRROR CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION (Support Investigation A212) 
0 Three Full-Size Breadboard-Type MOT Primary Mirrors Finished to a 
Spherical Shape and to a X /4 or less Finishing Tolerance. Might be of 
Beryllium, Quartz, and Crystalline Glass Material. 
1 / l o 0  or  Better Mirror-Measurement Equipment 
Miscellaneous Test J igs ,  Fixtures, and Instrumentation 
Environment Test Facilities a re  Considered Existing Aerospace 
Capability 
0 
0 
0 
OPTICP L ALIGNMENT CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION (Support Investigation A214) 
0 
0 Breadboard Alignment Sensor Assembly 
0 
0 Alignment Micromeasurement Equipment 
Breadboard Secondary Mirror Alignment P ssembly 
A Test J ig  Simulating the Primary and Secondary Mirror Support Structure 
FOLDING MIRROR CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION (Support Investigation A215) 
0 
0 
0 
Breadboard Folding Mirror Actuation System 
Miscellaneous Test Jigs and Fixtures 
Test Measurement Equipment to a Microcapability 
POINTING CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION (Support Investigation A223) 
0 
0 
Fine Pointing System Breadboard to Demonstrate a * O .  01-Arc-Second 
Capability 
Seismic Test Stand Including A i r  Bearing System 
Micromeasurement Equipment Capable of Measuring to an Accuracy of 
*to. 01  Arc-Second 
Miscellaneous Test Jigs and Fixtures 0 
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3 . 3  TASK SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULE PLANNING 
This planning involves preparing work breakdown structures (WBS) , sequence 
networks, and schedules for  each of the three phases and then preparing a total 
MOT program schedule. The work breakdown structures were developed by 
analyzing the previous planning effort for specific program tasks and then arrang- 
ing these tasks in logical building-block matrixes. Each task on the WBS has been 
assigned an accounting number, which is used for cross-correlation throughout 
this report. 
Program networks were  prepared using the WBS data and the planning data in 
other sections of the report. This data was analyzed as to the sequence of 
accomplishment and then arranged into sequence network charts. Schedules 
w e r e  then prepared using the WBS's, sequence networks, and industry experience. 
The charts that present the task sequence and schedule planning for the MOT 
program a r e  as follows: 
Concept Development Phase 
- Work Breakdown Structure. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- Task Sequence Network . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- Schedule. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Project Development Phase 
- Work Breakdown Structure. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- Task Sequence Network . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- Schedule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Project Operation Phase 
- Work Breakdown Structure . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- Task Sequence Network . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- Schedule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MOT Program Schedule 
Figure 3-23 
Figure 3-24 
Figure 3-25 
Figure 3-26 
Figure 3-27 
Figure 3-28 
Figure 3-29 
Figure 3 -3 0 
Figure 3-31 
Figure 3-32 
The wide schedule bars shown in the project development and operation phase 
schedules represent the critical program path around which the other schedule 
elements were constructed. The principal element contributing to these critical 
program paths is the development and production activities associated with the 
primary mir ror ,  Since a mir ror  of this size and performance for space applica- 
tion is unique, a significant time-consuming development effort is required. To 
minimize this time requirement, the schedule planning has considered (1) less 
than final finish on the first unit, (2) no learning curve, since the quantity in- 
volved is small, (3) multifinishing facility capability, and (4) multishift finishing 
operation. Excessive mirror  fabrication time should be avoided since this can 
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result in less than optimum program efficiency due to difficulty of controlling 
the numerous other program elements over such a long time span. 
schedule planning has been included in the project development phase schedule 
based on the requirements presented in Section 4 .0  of this report. 
Facility 
The MOT program schedule is a summary of the three program phases and covers 
a 16-year total time span. This top schedule reflects only major milestones 
such as concept selection occurring 3 years  after program start, and launch occur- 
ring 11 years  after program start. 
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4 . 0  F A C I L I T Y  P L A N N I N G  
The facility planning identifies the significant MOT-unique facilities assumed to 
be beyond industry's funding interests and added to the government's facility 
inventory. Facilities not specifically identified are considered to be industry- 
provided and a r e  not considered to be of major proportion. No significant facil- 
ities are required for the concept development phase since the facility require- 
ments will be met by industry capability. The facilities identified in this section 
are those required to develop the MOT equipment in the project development phase 
and, in turn, used to conduct the project operation phase. 
The significant program facilities identified for this program are: 
0 System Development Complex (New) 
0 Optical Development Complex (New) 
0 Attitude Control and Rendezvous Development Complex (New) 
0 Scientific Instrument Integration Complex (New) 
0 Structural Development Facilities (Existing) 
0 Training Facilities (New) 
0 Mission Control Complex (Some Addition) 
0 KSC Facilities (Existing) 
Geographical and common functional subsystem entities were considered in 
assembling the above facilities. The system development complex was considered 
to be location sensitive due to the constraints of surface transportation to KSC 
of the complete telescope. Also,  the optical development complex should be 
located to allow proper transportation of the primary mirror  to the system devel- 
opment complex, commensurate with its size and delicate nature. 
Of the five new complexes, the system development complex is considered the 
largest requirement and, correspondingly, the most expensive. This requirement 
s tems from the traditional conservative requirement of proving full  system 
operation on the ground under simulated space operating conditions prior to actual 
flight. To provide a test complex that will simultaneously provide thermal space 
environment, seismic isolation, vacuum space environment, very accurate stellar 
simulation to demonstrate the optics to their design limit, and a gimbal test 
system to allow the MOT fine guidance system to be demonstrated to the design 
limit of *O. 01 arc-second accuracy wil l  entail a very large resource expenditure. 
The scheduling of the design and development of facilities is presented in Section 
3 . 3 .  The requirements for these facilities a r e  described in detail in the following 
text. 
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4.1 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT COMPLEX 
The complex shown in Figure 4-1 is used to assemble, check, and test the MOT 
at the system level. Primary facility areas  are: 
0 Receiving and Shipping 0 Acoustical Test 
0 Assembly and Disassembly 9 Coarse and Intermediate 
0 General Test 
0 Electromagnetic Screen Room 
0 Vibration Test 
Guidance Test 
0 System Test 
The coarse and intermediate guidance test area involves a mechanical gimbal 
system to support the MOT; it is capable of allowing the operation of reaction 
control jets and contains a large travel stellar simulator. 
The system test area involves a vacuum chamber in which the MOT will be 
suspended on a highly sensitive gimbal test system supported by a seismic base. 
Within the chamber, looking down at the telescope, will be a test telescope (of 
the same size but greater accuracy than the MOT) for s te l lar  simulation. The 
chamber will be cryogenically cooled to simulate space and will have a solar  
simulator to a i r idz te  the Sun's radiation on the side of the telescope. 
F o r  optimum program efficiency, this facility should be one integrated building 
complex. For  this study, it i s  assumed to be located in the Michoud area  in 
Louisiana. This assumption was made for two reasons: first, the primary 
mi r ro r  can be shipped by waterway to this location from the major industrial 
areas of the country. Water shipment is  preferred because of the mi r ro r  size,  
and it would keep the dynamic transportation loads minimized. The second 
reason for the site selection was to avoid a duplication of this facility at KSC. 
The philosophy used in the development planning was that after the factory com- 
pleted the MOT, it would be shipped to KSC as intact as practicable and in a manner 
that would not materially reduce the confidence established in the factory. The 
telescope must be shipped in a manner that keeps the dynamic transportation 
loads to a minimum and maintains a controlled atmosphere environment. There- 
fore,  water transportation, using the Saturn IC barge o r  an equivalent, was 
selected to ship the MOT by water from Michoud to KSC. 
4.2 OPTICAL DEVELOPMENT COMPLEX 
This optical subsystem complex, which is shown in Figure 4-2, is used in con- 
verting the MOT mir ror  blanks into finished mir rors  and then to integrate these 
mir rors  with the secondary-mirror alignment assembly, the folding-mirror 
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assemblies, and the secondary-mirror interchange assembly. The principal 
facility areas are: 
0 Blank rough machining 0 Vapor deposition area 
0 Blank nickel plating (required 
only for beryllium blank) 
0 Blank medium polishing area 
0 Blank fine polishing area 
0 Blank optical measurement (including 
a vacuum chamber with low-temperature 
capability) 
0 Optical subsystem test 
0 Vibration test 
0 Receiving and shipment 
The optical subsystem test area includes a seismic support of a large, long 
tubular low-vacuum chamber having low-temperature control. The MOT optics 
components would be mounted in a vertical MOT test fixture and directly overhead 
would be a test telescope looking at the MOT optics s o  as to represent a stellar 
input. The test telescope would have primary and secondary mirrors of about 
the same size as those in the MOT, but finished to a greater accuracy. 
Since the MOT optics subsystem has such very high accuracy requirements, an 
integrated single-building complex with the above principal areas is considered 
necessary. Design of the complex should include the necessary fabrication and 
quality control features to ensure product accuracy. The location of the facilities 
has not been identified in the study other than being near water transportation 
routes leading to the MOT system development complex. 
4.3 ATTITUDE CONTROL AND RENDEZVOUS DEVELOPMENT COMPLEX 
This facility, as shown in Figure 4-3, is used to develop the attitude control and 
rendezvous subsystem except for the propulsion assembly. The principal areas 
of this complex a r e  the coarse and medium guidance test area and the fine guidance 
test area. 
The coarse and medium guidance test area contains a MOT test fixture on which 
are mounted the coarse and medium guidance equipment and the rendezvous 
electrical and electronic equipment. This simulated MOT is mounted in a vertical 
position on a mechanical gimbal system that allows a large angular movement. 
A simulated stellar source is mounted above the simulated telescope. This 
stellar source can be moved over a spherical segment area to demonstrate 
guidance tracking ability. The reaction jets are operated to produce typical MOT 
operations. 
The fine guidance test area also has a MOT test fixture on which is mounted the 
fine guidance system. A movable stellar source is mounted above the MOT 
simulator and feeds directly into the fine guidance sensor system. The simulator 
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is mounted on a test gimbal suspension system that provides a small travel and 
is located in a test chamber. This suspension systeni i s ,  in turn, mounted on a 
seismic support base. The test chamber should he capable of providing a low 
vacuum and expected orbital thermal conditions. This complex' may be located 
anywhere in the United States on the assumption that the MOT subsystem equip- 
ment is readily transported with proper packaging. 
4.4 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT INTEGRATION COMPLEX 
This facility, shown in Figure 4-4, is required to ensure that the instruments 
are developed to a common integrated operational concept. The subsystem test  
area contains a simulated MOT cabin and a telescope image simulator mounted 
in a test chamber. The instruments are mounted on the platen in the cabin. The 
chamber is mounted on a seismic base and capable of providing vacuum and low- 
temperature conditions. Also included in the facility a r e  separate areas for 
vibration test, receiving and shipment, general test, and processing of the 
scientific instrument data. 
4.5 STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES 
These facilities will be needed early in the project development phase and before 
the system development complex facilities will be available. Existing facilities 
at MSC could be used, as could other existing aerospace industry facilities, for 
structural development. The significant requirements a r e  for a dynamic test 
facility capable of testing the  full-scale MOT structures, and a vacuum chamber 
capable of simulating thermal and solar environment for the testing of the full- 
scale MOT thermal model. No additional facilities for these functions are 
considered required. 
4.6 TRAINING FACILITIES 
The facilities shown in Figure 4-5 are principally the brick and mortar for the 
part task training complex and the mission simulator training complex. The 
training equipment will have been developed and produced as a part of the project 
program and then assembled and checked for  training use in these buildings. 
4.7 MISSION CONTROL COMPLEX 
Some facility additions are visualized for this complex. An experiment control 
and data facility will  be tied to  the mission control center by communications. 
A rather extensive data center is visualized, considering the type of mission and 
the duration of 5 years o r  more. The complexity of the experiment control 
center will depend on whether o r  not the telescope is remotely controlled from 
the ground. In the preliminary system concept used in t h i s  study, the telescope 
is not controlled from the ground. Therefore, this control center will  perform a 
manned advisory operation for mission control. Some minor equipment modifi- 
cation may be required in  t h e  existing mission control and engineering data center. 
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4.8 KSC FACILITIES 
The Apollo and Saturn V facilities at KSC were reviewed as to their capability to 
handle the MOT. From this review it was determined that these existing facility 
complexes would adequately handle the MOT, particularly in regard to length and 
a 
weight as illustrated below: 
MOT (Launch Mode with Shroud) 
Height Weight 
(feet) (tons) 
62 15 
Hook Height Hoist Capability 
(feet) (tons) 
Existing Facilities Characteristics 
o Manned Space Operation Bldg. 
WSOB) 85 
0 Vertical Assembly Bldg. (VAB) 140 * 
0 Mobile Launcher 100 * 
a 
a 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
a 
0 
a 
* Hook height above Saturn V 
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5 . 0  M O T  P R O G R A M  C O S T S  
This section contains cost estimates for the various phases and.tota1 MOT program. 
In  structuring the program, the nonrecurring costs were recognized by the estab- 
lishment of the concept development and project development phases, whereas the 
recurring costs for multiunit MOT'S were recognized by the project operations 
phase. To allow cross correlation, the common program task numbers have been 
used in the cost tabulations as were used in the program planning data in Section 
3 . 0 .  Costs have been prepared for each program task as identified in the work 
breakdown structure (WBS) , then t ime phased and assembled into yearly funding 
tabulations. Because of the level of estimating, no resource cost breakdowns are 
presented. However, a ratio of resources may be applied to the .asks of the latter 
two program phases of about 42% for engineering labor; 25% for nonengineering 
labor; and 33% for material, purchased parts,  and provided items. Specific con- 
ditions used as a basis for  cost estimating are: 
All costs in 1966 dollars; 
Costs include fee; 
Telescope cabin basic structure considered developed in another program ; 
Shroud assembly considered developed in  another program ; 
Saturn V ground test vehicle operation costs assumed to be $10 million; 
Saturn V flight vehicle costs assumed to be $70 million and launch operation 
costs $30 million; 
Space station costs not included except for MOT-unique equipment; 
Cost of facility lands not included; 
Flight crew training costs not included; 
Costs of government-owned ground equipment operations involved in launch 
and during the mission not included; 
Space logistics costs not included. 
5 . 1  TASK COSTS 
The concept development phase involved in developing and verifying an effective 
MOT system concept, including the planning of the related development program, 
costs $57,200,000 as shown in Table 5-1 and represents about 4% of the total MOT 
program costs. This cost includes conducting approximately 18 investigations in- 
volving six concept demonstrations using breadboard models. The concept demon- 
stration verifying the primary-mirror structural concept (A213) represents 44% 
of the costs for this phase. This cost includes the structural evaluation testing 
under typical MOT environmental conditions of three types of full-size MOT pri-  
mary mir rors  with a low finish on each mirror.  
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The project development phase, involved in the development and verification of the 
entire MOT project, costs $1 billion (B000) as shown in Table 5-2, and represents 
77% of the total program costs. Of the s ix  major telescope subsystems, the struc- 
ture and mechanisms subsystem has the highest development costs, representing 
35% of the total telescope subsystem costs. Three major costs of the structural 
subsystem development are the static, dynamic, and thermal development tests 
on the full-size MOT structure. The major articles and their integration use (B117) 
represent 40% of the development costs of the telescope. The largest cost item of 
this phase is the telescope (BllO), representing 45%. The significant new facilities 
and associated equipment for this phase costs $113 million, as shown in Table 5-3, 
or  11% of the total project development phase costs. The facilities that have been 
developed and priced in  this phase are also used in the factory operation portion 
of the project operation phase. 
Cost of the project operation phase is $244 million (COOO), o r  19% of the total MOT 
program, as shown in Table 5-4. The factory operation involving production of 
two flight models (C100) where one is used as backup, and production of mission 
logistics material represents 74% of the phase costs. The KSC MOT flight model 
and launch vehicle operations (CZOO) represent 18% of the phase costs. The ground 
mission support activity at MSC mission control, involving engineering and experi- 
ment aspects of the technical advisory, and data operations (C300) represent 8% of 
the phase costs. The recurring costs for each succeeding MOT system, including 
factory, KSC, and mission support operations is approximately $217 million. 
5 . 2  YEARLY FUNDING COSTS 
Using the task costs, yearly funding cost data for the total MOT program and the 
individual phases was prepared and is shown in Table 5 -5. Throughout the program 
duration of 16 years,  the maximum funding of $253 million occurs in the eighth year. 
From this funding data, it can be determined that $22 million is required to obtain 
selection of an effective MOT system concept, with an additional $35 million re- 
quired for  concept verification and planning of the related development program. 
This data also shows that a program expenditure of $1,150,000,000 is required to 
place the first MOT in orbit. 
5 . 3  TELESCOPE PERFORMANCE AND SIZE PARAMETRIC COSTS 
Since telescope size and performance are significant development and operational 
parameters,  a gross relationship with costs is considered significant for program 
analysis purposes. Therefore, parametric data has been assembled for these two 
parameters. Size-versus-cost data shown in Table 5-6 was determined using the 
two principal factors considered to be cost  sensitive - optics size and telescope 
weight. The optics cost factor is considered to be a function of the primary-mirror 
diameter cubed, based on analysis of optical industry performance. An analysis 
of the configuration was made, identifying equipment weights that vary with tele- 
scope size,  and results of this analysis were used to determine the changes in 
telescope costs due to weight. 
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Table 5-5: YEARLY FUNDING COSTS -MOT PROGRAM 
(Dollars in Thousands) 
Concept Project Project 
Development Development Operations 
Phase Phase Phase 
1,400 
7,000 
13,800 
21,300 
13,700 
49,700 
183,000 
239,000 
191,000 
163,000 
77,500 
43,800 
28,000 
16,500 
8,500 
13,900 
38,700 
63,400 
71,900 
22,900 
10,400 
9,320 
8,020 
5.460 
Total 57,200 1,000,000 244,000 
MOT Promam 
1,400 
7,000 
13,800 
21,300 
13,700 
49,700 
183,000 
252,900 
229,700 
226,400 
149,400 
66,700 
38,400 
25,820 
16,520 
5,460 
1,301,200* 
*Round off to $1,300,000 for program cost. 
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Performance parameter data presented in  Table 5-6 recognizes the finish of the 
mi r ro r s  and the pointing system operations as the significant performance -sensitive 
cost elements. Mirror  finishing involves a small number of personnel working 
over a relatively long period of time and, therefore, the finishing cost factor does 
not become significant until a near perfect finish is required. The preliminary 
system concept pointing requirement of &O. 01 arc-second, used as the basis for 
cost comparison, represents at this time a significant state-of-the-art advance- 
ment. Greater pointing requirements will result in  significantly increased pointing 
system costs. 
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